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Foreword      

        

This Mic Safety Mouse Resource Package focuses on playing safely in a rural environment. 

Statistics from Safety up! – On play areas for children show that between 1990 and 2000, 158 

children between ages one and 19 were killed, and 1,300 were seriously injured on Canadian farms 

(www.agriculturealberta.ca/farmsafety and click on Farm Home Safety Fact Sheets in the side bar). 

 

Storytelling has been used through the ages as an educative tool. The five-part Mic Safety series is 

based on Aesop‟s fable, The Town Mouse and The Country Mouse, as retold in a 1963 translation by 

F.S. Vernon Jones. To supplement our Mic Safety story, injury and fatality statistics are provided in 

the Fact/Resource Sheets. Games and learning exercises in the Activity Sheets are designed to help 

youngsters make safe, responsible choices in rural and farm environments. 

 

Rural safety for children is not just a matter of enjoying a simple dinner “in peace,” as in the original 

fable (Vernon Jones, 1963. p. 112). The rural child has to learn to think independently about safety, 

without many of the support networks available in urban settings. For example, in the country there 

are no police officers in the neighbourhood, no Block Parent signs in farmhouse windows, and no 

nearby “next door” neighbours to approach for help. Alberta Education‟s Health and Wellness 

outcomes (W-K10, W-1.10, W-2.8, W-2.10) lack rural relevance, and do not address the isolation of 

rural children. Help of any kind in rural settings is much further away, so the child will be waiting 

longer than in an urban setting. Based on the farm-related injury and fatality statistics for children, 

(see Appendix A), and the isolation and vulnerability of young children in rural areas, we begin 

teaching children in kindergarten how to call 911 for help. 

 

Because young children are concrete learners, and absorb information through their five senses, this 

Resource Package suggests farm-related activities that encourage children to manipulate materials in 

a controlled, supervised environment. They learn safety concepts that promote responsible decision-

making on the farm on a daily basis. Ideally, they will internalize the safe behaviour and assimilate 

it into their daily activities. 

http://www.agriculturealberta.ca/farmsafety


Alberta Education K-6 Student Outcomes 
 

The Mic Safety Mouse resource materials and activities reinforce the following outcomes of the 

Alberta Education (AB Ed) Health and Life Skills Program of Studies (2002). Rurally relevant 

extensions of existing urban-based learning outcomes are included in square brackets. 

 

Wellness Choices: 

Students will make responsible and informed choices to maintain health and to promote safety 

for self and others.  
 

W-K.6 recognize that some household substances may be harmful; e.g. medication, household 

products [livestock medicine, pesticides, machinery fluids] (p. 6)  

 

W-l.6 determine safe and responsible use of various household/garage substances [understand 

the hazardous product symbols, and avoid products bearing those labels] (p. 6) 

 

W-2.6 determine safe and responsible use of medication (p. 6) 

 

W-3.6 determine the importance of decision-making and refusal skills when offered 

inappropriate substances; e.g. drugs, tobacco, allergens (p. 6) 

 

W-K.7 identify unsafe situations, and identify safety rules for protection; e.g. avoid walking 

alone [refuse rides from strangers, follow bus safety rules] (p. 9) 

 

W-1.7 describe actions to use in unsafe or abusive situations [Young children think concretely, 

so “describe” is not sufficient. Role-play, paint pictures, and/or make posters identifying 

unsafe scenarios in real-life rural settings] (p. 9) 

 

W-2.7 identify and develop plans to use when dealing with pressure to engage in behaviour that 

is uncomfortable, or inappropriate [or dangerous] (p. 9) 

 

W-K.8  identify safety symbols; e.g. Block Parents, hazardous goods symbols [identify and under- 

stand the hazardous product symbols, the three signal words (danger, warning, caution), 

and their accompanying shapes, and avoid products bearing the hazardous product 

symbols] (p. 9) 

 

W-1.8 demonstrate reasons for and apply safety rules at home and at school [e.g. farm safety 

rules around chemicals and hazardous products, farm machinery, flowing grain, livestock 

and farm animals] (p. 9) 

 

W-2.8 describe and apply communication safety behaviors at home; e.g. answering the 

door/telephone [calling 911] (p. 9) 

 

W-K.9  describe and observe safety rules in the home and the school; e.g. bathroom, kitchen, 

stairs, playground [farm yard] (p. 9) 

 

W-1.9 describe and apply appropriate street safety behaviors in the community; e.g. as a 

pedestrian, passenger [bus safety], cyclist (p. 9) 

 

 

 

 

 



Wellness Choices cont. 

 

W-2.9 describe and apply safety rules when using physical activity equipment; e.g. bicycles, 

scooters, inline skates [ATVs/quads] (p. 9) 

 

W-3.9 describe and apply age-appropriate behaviours in the local community; e.g. street, 

railway crossings, dugouts, farm equipment [lawn mowers, ATVs/quads, skidoos], 

waterfront (p. 9) 

 

W-K.10  describe and demonstrate ways to be safe at home and away from home; e.g. demonstrate 

telephone skills, and know when [if] to share personal information (p. 9) 

 

W-1.10 recognize community helpers, and identify how to seek their help; e.g. appropriate use of 

911 (p. 9) 

 

W-2.10 identify members of personal safety support networks and how to access help; e.g. family 

members, teachers, Block Parents, police, clergy, neighbours (p. 9) 

 

W-3.10 describe and apply age-appropriate behaviors when encountering an emergency; e.g. call 

for assistance, do not move an injured person [Young children think concretely, so 

“describe” is not sufficient. Role-play, paint pictures, and/or make posters identifying 

unsafe scenarios in real-life rural/farm settings] (p. 9) 

 

W-4.2  examine the impact of environmental factors on personal health, and develop positive 

environmental health habits; e.g. exposure to the sun, second-hand smoke, noise, extreme 

cold/heat [we teach sun and hearing protection even at the K level] (p. 7) 

 

W-5.1  examine the impact of physical activity, nutrition, rest and immunization on the immune 

system [exercise, fresh air, plenty of sleep, and healthy food are all part of farm life (e.g. 

rural kids help grow and harvest garden foods), and much earlier than grade five] (p. 7) 

 

W-6.1 evaluate the need for balance and variety in daily activities that promote personal health; 

e.g. physical activity, relaxation, learning, sleep, reflection [rural children know that fresh 

air, lots of exercise, healthy food, and plenty of sleep are part of a healthy lifestyle, much 

sooner than grade six] (p. 7) 

 

Life Learning Choices 

Students will use resources effectively to manage and explore life roles and career 

opportunities and challenges.  

 

L-K.1 select, engage in and complete some independent learning tasks; seek assistance, as 

necessary (p. 22) 

 

L-1.1 demonstrate independence in completing tasks and activities, when appropriate (p.22) 

 

L-2.1 demonstrate organizational skills; e.g. notebook and desk organization [even at the K 

level, kids tidy up their space, collect take-home materials, get dressed for outdoors, and 

catch the bus] (p. 22) 

 

 

 

 

 



Life Learning Choices cont. 

 

L-K.3 develop an awareness of situations where [and when] decisions are made [e.g. missing the 

school bus] (p. 22) 

 

L-1.3 identify steps of the decision-making process for an age-appropriate issue (p. 22) 

 

L-2.3 apply the decision-making process for age-appropriate issues [a rural kindergarten child 

requires “awareness” (L-K.3), and learning strategies for making daily decisions. The 

child will be applying what is learned long before grade two] (p. 22). 

 

L-3.3 generate alternative solutions to a problem, and predict consequences of solutions [This 

will also be occurring much sooner than grade three. In real life even preschool children 

practice these decision-making steps regularly, as they learn to dress themselves 

appropriately, and choose to engage in activities that are safe or unsafe. The decisions 

(“alternative solutions”) just become more complex as the child matures i.e. L-2.3; L-3.3, 

etc.] (p. 22) 

 

L-4.2  identify ways individuals continue to learn throughout their lives [apply the North 

American Guidelines for Children‟s Agricultural Tasks (NAGCAT, 2001; 

www.nagcat.com/nagcat/pages) for developmentally-appropriate learning, skills, and 

tasks]  (p. 23) 

 

L-4.3  demonstrate effective decision-making, focusing on careful information gathering; e.g. 

evaluating information, taking action and evaluating results [evaluate farm-related injury 

and/or fatality statistics, and determine how to be safe and avoid becoming a statistic in 

the farm setting] (p. 23) 

 

L-5.2  affirm personal skill development; e.g. identify and analyze changes in personal interests, 

strengths and skills [be aware of and apply the NAGCAT Guidelines for 

developmentally-appropriate learning, skills, and tasks] (p. 23) 

 

L-6.2  identify personal skills, and skill areas, for development in the future [be aware of and 

abide by the rules for age-appropriate operating of quads and other farm equipment] (p. 

23) 

 

L-6.3  analyze influences on decision making; e.g. family, peers, values, cultural beliefs, quality 

of information gathered [analyze how farm traditions and what you see others doing affect 

safe and unsafe decisions, choices, and behaviours] (p.23) 

 

 

Relationship Choices 

Students will develop effective interpersonal skills that demonstrate responsibility, respect and 

caring, in order to establish and maintain healthy interactions. 

 

R-K.2   explore the relationship between feelings and behaviour; understand that feelings are 

okay, but not all behaviours are okay [e.g. It is okay to really want a ride on the tractor, or 

to really want to go swimming in the dugout, and it is okay to be angry because you aren‟t 

allowed. The feeling is okay, BUT subsequent behaviour can be risky, because it is not 

safe to be an extra rider on a tractor, or to go swimming alone anywhere] (p. 17) 

 

 

 

http://www.nagcat.com/nagcat/pages


Relationship Choices cont. 

 

R-K.3  identify situations where strong feelings could result [because young children learn by 

concrete activities, role-play resolutions of some strong feelings in compliance with farm 

safety regulations] (p. 17) 

 

R-1.1  recognize and demonstrate various ways [verbal and non-verbal] to express feelings (p. 

17) 

 

R-1.3  identify positive and negative feelings associated with stress/change [e.g. reactions to 

new, additional, or changed farm safety rules] (p. 17) 

 

R-2.1  recognize that individuals make choices about how to express feelings [e.g. role-play 

choosing acceptable options for expressing feelings until the children demonstrate an 

understanding of acceptable choices] (p. 17) 
 

R-3.2  demonstrate safe and appropriate ways for sharing and/or expressing feelings through 

words and behaviour [e.g. demonstrate good manners when expressing feelings; demont-  

rate, role-play, and discuss how to express strong feelings about wanting to do things that 

parents consider dangerous, such as operating or riding on farm equipment and quads] (p. 

17) 

 

R-3.3  develop, with guidance, strategies to deal with stress and change (p. 17) 
 

R-3.4  develop, with guidance, effective communication skills and strategies to express feelings; 

e.g. appropriate expression of anger (p. 17) 

 

R-4.5  identify changes that may occur in friendships [families], and explore strategies to deal 

with changes [e.g. balancing before/after school recreational activities with farm chores 

and responsibilities] (p. 18) 

 

R-4.8  describe and accept roles and responsibilities within a group [e.g. help and encourage 

family and parents to adopt safe farm practices] (p. 18) 

 

R-4.9  assess how to act as [safe] role models for others [especially younger children and/or 

urban children, in regards to farm safety] (p. 18) 

 

R-5.5  identify possible changes in family relationships, and explore strategies for dealing with 

change [e.g. discuss how a serious farm-related injury or parents working off-farm can 

add to the child‟s at-home responsibilities] (p. 18) 

 

R-6.5  develop and demonstrate strategies to build and enhance relationships in the family; e.g. 

being honest, expressing empathy [e.g. helping out; following and helping younger 

children follow safety rules] (p. 18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Mic Safety Mouse user log 
Use a chart to keep track of materials used, activities, child groupings, comments and/or results, to 

better inform your own activities (and provide feedback about what worked best for you.) 

 

Example: 

 

Date Nature of Mic materials # and age of 

children 

Comments 

Feb 10 

 

 

read Booklet #5 on their 

own (10 minutes) 

Grade 3 class of 21. We made a list of safe 

play activities on the farm. 

 

Feb 11 

 

collection of photos 

showing safe and unsafe 

playing scenarios 

Grade 3 class of 21. Students actively 

discussed the variation of 

rules they had to follow at 

home. 

 

Feb 13 

 

“Be careful, we love you” 

stickers from Grainnews 

(www.grainnews.ca;  

1 800 665 0502)  

Same 21 children. Kids made valentines with 

the  “Be careful, we love 

you” stickers (source: 

Grainews), and took them 

home to their parents.  We 

will write letters to 

Grainnews next week, 

asking for more stickers. 

 

Mar 6 

 

Farm Safety Week 

resources; childhood farm-

related injury and fatality 

statistics (see Appendix A); 

the children‟s stories about 

playing safely on their own 

farms; Authors‟ Day 

invitations 

Grade 3 class; 

media; parents; 

community members 

More than 60 people 

attended our Authors‟ 

Day.  Children read their 

stories and served a snack. 
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Playing safely  

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP) 
 

Pre/post Test and Assessment  

 

1. List three safe play areas on the farm. 

 

2. List safe play activities and materials on the farm.   

 Explain why these would be safe or risk-free. 

 

3. List areas that are off-limits on the farm.   

 Explain why these areas are unsafe.  

 
4. Where should 911 HELP Sheets and magnets be placed? 

 

5. Why should you always carry a cell phone when you go outside? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Playing safely 

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP) 
 

Pre/post Test and Assessment  

Leader/Teacher Copy 

 

 

1. List three safe play areas on the farm. 

Answer: Safe, supervised play spaces may include: a fenced play area; a swimming pool; an indoor 

playroom; an open space away from farm equipment, chemicals, hazardous substances, grain 

bins, animals, power lines, vehicles and traffic. 

 Stress that all play must be supervised by a responsible adult, and that children must always tell 

an adult where they will be playing. 

 

2. List safe play activities and materials on the farm.   

 Explain why these would be safe or risk-free. 

Answer: Play must be supervised by a responsible adult. 

Safe play activities include: playing in the sand box or on playground equipment; playing with 

toys; reading; colouring; art; crafts; games; puppets; flying a kite; blowing bubbles; ride-on toys; 

riding tricycles or bicycles while wearing a helmet; supervised horseback riding (with helmet); 

supervised puddle pools or swimming pools. 

 

3. List areas that are off-limits on the farm. 

 Explain why these areas are unsafe. 

Answer: Off-limits areas include: corrals, barns, pens, and pastures containing animals; grain bins, 

wagons and grain trucks; haystacks; areas where farm equipment and machinery is stored and  

used; dugouts, sloughs, water troughs, manure pits, wells, and unsupervised swimming pools and 

ponds. All these areas are off-limits because there is a risk of death. They are unsafe and not 

suitable for play, because they put children at risk. 

 

4. Where should 911 HELP Sheets and magnets be placed? 

Answer: The 911 HELP Sheet should be taped near or on every phone, even cell phones.  The 

magnets can also be placed near the phones. 

 

5. Why should you carry a cell phone when you go outside?  

Answer: You need access to a phone at all times, in case you have to call someone or call 911 for 

help. 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #1  

Playing safely  

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP)   
    

KFSP format, goals and objectives; injury and fatality statistics and information  
 

This Playing Safely (KFSP) Resource Package provides safety ideas, resources, and activities for 

use with children (K-6), and includes the following:  

 Fact/Resource Sheets (#1-#8), consisting of adult-oriented information that can be adapted and 
shared with youngsters.  

 Kids‟ Activity Sheets (#1-#6), which provide safety-oriented activities for children, to use with 
adult guidance. 

 Appendices (A-J), consisting of safety resource materials, information, and patterns for Mic 

Safety puppets that can be used with the suggested activities.  

 ON THE FARM with Mic Safety Mouse: Playing Safely, a booklet for children to read 
independently or with an adult. 

 

KFSP goals and objectives support the Health and Life Skills Outcomes (K-6 Wellness/Learning) 

found in the Alberta Education Elementary Program of Studies, and include the following: 

 Identify, know, and follow safety rules (in a rural setting), and, in an emergency, tell adults 
and/or call for help (e.g. W-K7). 

 Demonstrate the ability to apply safety rules, and to make effective 911 calls for help in an 

emergency (e.g. W-K.10; W-1.10; L-1.3; W-2.10; W-3.10; W-4.10; W-5.10; W-6.10). 

 Be aware of dangers in the farm environment, and make safe and appropriate decisions (e.g. W-
K.10; W-1.10; W-2.10; W-3.10; L-3.3; L-4.3; L-5.3; L-6.3). (For an explanation and a more 

extensive list of the KFSP-curricular fit, see the Foreword.) 

 

Alberta injury and fatality statistics and information  

In 2007 one child died in a farm-related incident. Eight children died in 2008, and in 2009 there was 

one child fatality. The Farm Accident Monitoring System (FAMS) records farm-related injuries 

reported by Alberta hospitals. Out of 101 hospitals (i.e. “facilities with ER departments”) in Alberta, 

six report no farming in their region. Of the remaining 95 hospitals, only 39 (41%) reported to 

FAMS in 2009. This means that farm-related injuries are highly under-reported, and the 532 injuries 

reported in 2009 should be considered a very conservative number, because 56 hospitals did not 

report. 

Summary of incidence and agents of injuries (2007-2009) 
Agents # of injuries (2007) (2008) (2009) 

Fires 3 5 2 

Chemicals, hazardous products 35 29 19 

Tools 74 59 44 

Machinery 227 201 144 

Other (includes drowning, grain 

flow, etc.) 

310 (66 were two-agent 

incidents) 

261 (62 were two-agent 

incidents) 

175 (46 were two-agent 

incidents) 

Livestock 367 264 194 

Total 1016 819 578 

 
Reported injuries for children 17 years of age and younger have decreased in the past three years. But fewer 

hospitals are reporting incidents (twelve fewer hospitals in 2009 than in 2008).  

2007 136 injuries reported (14% of these were children 17 and under) 

2008 94 injuries reported (12.5% of these were children 17 and under) 

2009 57 injuries reported (10.7% of these were children 17 and under) 

See Appendix A, or visit www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety for additional injury and fatality details. 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #2 

Playing safely  

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP) 
 

Safety checklists 

A. Farm safety checklist (adapted with permission from “Take the farm safety challenge” in Keep 

Safe. 1998-2001. p. 1).  
  

Put a checkmark in the box beside yes or no.  

1. Our family talks about farm safety. 

□  Yes, about once a week. 

□  Yes, during calving, seeding, haying, harvest, etc. 

□  No, hardly ever. 
 Yes No 

2. I know what to say and do if I have to call 911. □ □ 
 

3. I know where we keep our first aid kit(s).  □ □ 
 

4. I only go into cattle pens, livestock barns or sheds if an adult is supervising me.  □ □ 
 

5.  a) I always wear an approved helmet when riding a horse. □ □ 

    b) I always wear an approved helmet when riding a bike, quad, or ATV. □ □ 

    c) I don‟t ride any of the above. □                          

 

6. Someone in my family knows where I am at all times.   □ □ 
 

7. If I see someone doing something unsafe or dangerous, I ask him/her to stop. □   □ 
 

8. I watch and/or help an adult regularly check and test our smoke alarms in the  

    house and around the farm. □ □  
 

9. a) We have an at-home fire drill twice a year. □ □ 

    b) I know our escape routes, and our safe meeting place. □ □ 
 

10. I stay away from:  augers □ □ 

 farm machinery □ □ 

 PTOs □ □ 
 

11. I stay away from:  piles of grain and grain bins □ □ 

 grain trucks and grain wagons □ □ 
 

12. I stay away from:  manure pits □ □ 

 sloughs □ □ 

 dugouts □ □ 
 

13. When I go swimming, I always take an adult with me who knows how to swim. □ □ 
 

14. I avoid touching hazardous substance and chemical containers.  □ □ 
 

15. If I see containers with the hazard symbols where a child could reach them, 

      I tell an adult.  □ □ 

                                                                                                                             Total:      

2 



Fact/Resource Sheet #2 

Playing safely  

 

Safety checklists 

A. Farm safety checklist cont. 

 

Scoring: Each “yes” receives one point. 

18 - 22 points = Super safe! Keep it up! 

10 - 17 points = You are taking chances sometimes. Think safety before acting. 

7 - 9 points = You are not being safe, and could easily get hurt. 

Below 7 points = You are operating in the danger zone, and are often at risk.  
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Fact/Resource Sheet #2  

Playing safely  

 
Safety checklists 

B. Mic’s kids’ safety checklist  
(adapted, with permission, from the Farm Safety Association‟s “How does safety rate on your 

farm?” Farm Safety Association Inc. 800 361 8855; www.farmsafety.ca)  

 

Most children grow up learning to use common sense. They know what is off-limits, how to dress 

properly (e.g. hard-soled shoes that protect the toes; warm clothes in winter) and how to use protec- 

tive gear (e.g. sun hats and sunscreen, gloves, ear plugs, etc.) when needed. But there are some 

specific things that Mic wants kids on the farm to think about, know, and do.   

 

Calling 911 

Put a checkmark beside yes or no… the one that is right most of the time.  Yes No 

Do I always know where the closest phone is, or have a cell phone with me?  □ □  

Is the 911 HELP Sheet attached to each phone or posted beside it?  □ □ 

Do I know how to call 911 for help in an emergency? □  □      

Do I know what an emergency is? □ □ 

 

Hopefully you answered “yes” to the above. If not, Mic has some 911 safety tips for you:                                                                                                    

 Know where the phones are located on the farm, and/or carry a cell phone. Always have the 

911 HELP Sheet filled out and attached to each phone, in case you need to call for help. 

 When calling 911 for help, give your land description or range road address, phone number, 
the name of the farm owner, and nature of the emergency. STAY ON THE PHONE UNTIL 

HELP ARRIVES. 

 An emergency is something causing severe injury, or threatening the life of the person 
involved. For example, falling off a bicycle is probably not an emergency, unless the fall 

causes a great deal of bleeding, or the rider is unable to move or get up after the fall. Falling 

from a horse, however, is often an emergency, and results in a visit to the hospital (see 

statistics in Resource Package #4, ON THE FARM with Mic Safety Mouse: Farm Animals & 

Livestock). 

 Red Cross and St. John Ambulance courses can help you identify emergencies, and teach 

you how to treat minor injuries. 

 

Safety around farm animals and livestock 
Put a checkmark beside yes or no… the one that is right most of the time.  Yes No 

Do I stay out of animal pens, corrals, and barns, unless an adult is with me? □ □ 

Do I respect mother animals and their young at all times, even if they are  
 farm pets? □ □                                                                                                       

Do I wait for an adult to go with me when I groom and/or mount a horse? □ □ 

Do I always wear my properly-fitted approved helmets riding helmet  

 when riding a horse? □ □ 

Do I remember to talk to the horse, and touch its hindquarters when walking  

 behind it? □ □ 

Do I always take someone with me when I go horseback riding? □ □ 

Do I always tell an adult where I am going riding? □ □ 

Do I respect all farm animals, behave quietly, and use caution around them,  

 even when an adult is with me?  □ □                              
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Fact/Resource Sheet #2       

Playing safely  
 

Safety checklists 

Safety around farm animals and livestock cont. 

 

Hopefully you answered “yes” to the above. If not, Mic has some tips for being safe around 

animals and livestock:                                                                                                   

 For your own safety, always tell an adult where you are going on the farm, in case you need 
help, or they need to find you for some reason. 

 Animals are unpredictable. Even dogs or cats are not always friendly. So respect them, and 

ask for permission before petting or handling them. 

 STAY OUT of poultry barns and pens, unless an adult is with you (or you have been trained 
to do certain chores, like gathering eggs). 

 STAY OUT of cattle, sheep, and hog pens, corrals, barns, and pastures, unless an adult 
invites you in. Even then, decide if you think it is safe. Behave quietly, and stay alert. 

Startled livestock do unexpected things that cause injuries.  

 Mother animals are very protective of their young, so never get between a mother and its 
baby. This includes cows, horses, pigs, sheep, poultry, llamas, dogs, cats, birds, etc. 

 STAY AWAY from bulls at all times. They are especially unpredictable. 

 ALWAYS have an adult with you, and follow their instructions, when working with or 
riding horses. 

 Head injuries are more serious than a broken arm or leg. Head injury victims need to see a 
doctor. When around horses, always protect your head with a properly-fitted approved 

helmet. 

 Horses cannot see what is directly behind them. If you have to cross behind a horse, talk 

calmly, keep a hand on its hindquarters, and pat it as you walk around it. Keeping close to 

the horse lessens the impact if kicked. 

 Never duck under a horse‟s neck or belly; it can‟t see you there.  

 Even calves are strong enough to injure an adult. Keep a safe distance and never go near 
cattle without adult supervision. 

 Traps set for mice, gophers, or other animals can sever children‟s fingers and toes, so avoid 
traps of any sort. 

 Avoid wild animals such as mice, gophers, skunks, weasels, badgers, snakes, porcupines, 

coyotes, deer, moose, elk, etc. Never challenge any of the above wildlife, or birds like owls, 

hawks or geese. Do not run if confronted by any of these, as they may give chase. Back 

away slowly to create space between you and the animal. Then go tell an adult. 

 For your own safety, while you are still very young, learn to respect and behave with caution 
around all animals. 

 

Bus safety (see Mic’s bus safety rules in Appendix E) 

Put a checkmark beside yes or no… the one that is right most of the time. Yes No 

Am I properly dressed for the weather (sun hat and sunscreen in summer; 

 boots, hat, scarf, and mittens when it is cold)? □ □ 

Am I at the bus stop a few minutes ahead of time, so the bus driver can see me? □ □ 

Do I wait about two metres off the road, until the bus stops completely  

 and the door opens?  □ □ 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #2       

Playing safely  

 
Safety checklists 

Bus safety cont. 

 

Put a checkmark beside yes or no… the one that is right most of the time. Yes No 

Do I stand still (no running or pushing) while waiting? □ □ 

Do I use the handrail when getting on and off the bus?  □ □ 

Do I take my seat right away, and stay seated until I get off the bus? □ □ 

Do I talk quietly, face forward, and keep my arms and hands inside the bus? □ □  

Am I always absolutely quiet when we stop at railway crossings? □ □ 

Do I always obey the bus driver? □ □   

Do I walk at least 3 metres (ten big steps) in front of the bus, along the side of 

     the road, and look at the driver for a signal before crossing? □ □ 

Do I wait for the driver to motion that it is safe to cross? □ □ 

Do I look both ways, as I walk past the bus, just in case a car does not obey the  

      flashing bus lights? □ □ 

Do I know what to do if I miss my bus, at school and at home? □ □ 

Do I ALWAYS have my bus card with me?  □ □ 

 

Hopefully you answered “yes” to the above. If not, Mic has some bus safety tips for you:  

 ALWAYS dress for the weather. See Activty Sheet #1 for tips on managing winter cold and 
summer heat. 

 Know and stay out of the DANGER ZONE around a bus, because the driver cannot see you 
there. It is marked on your bus card (Appendix E). Stay out of it! If you can touch the bus, you 

are TOO CLOSE! (Alberta Infrastructure, “Bus Safety Rules,” www.saferoads.com; “School 

Bus Safety – Information for riders, parents, and motorists,” www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/safety/ 

schoolbus/safebus.shtml).  

 ALWAYS carry your bus card (see Appendix E), so you have the necessary phone numbers and 
information if you miss your bus. 

 If you miss the bus at home, go back into the house and tell your parents. If they are not home, 

phone their contact number, and the school. Tell the school your bus/route number and the bus 

driver‟s name, and follow the instructions given by the person answering the phone at school. If 

there is no answer at the school, or at any of your contact numbers or alternate numbers, call 

911. Explain that you missed your bus, are home alone, and cannot reach anyone by phone. 

 If you missed the bus at school, go back into the school office and tell them which bus you 
missed (bus number and bus driver). Follow the instructions of the school office staff, and/or 

phone your parents to tell them you missed the bus.  

 If you can‟t get back into the school, use your cell phone (or find the nearest phone) to call your 
parents (or the alternate contact number) and wait for them at an agreed-on safe meeting place 

outside the school. If you cannot contact anyone listed on your bus card, call 911 and tell them 

where you are. Wait there (and, if possible, stay on the phone) until help arrives. 

 Even if you miss your bus, NEVER take a ride from a stranger 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #3                                                                 

Playing safely   

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP)       
 

Emergency 911 call procedures 

 

Children need to know that if a life-threatening emergency occurs they must tell an adult 

immediately. If no adult is available, the child should call 911, stay on the phone, and follow the 

instructions of the 911 operator until the emergency vehicle arrives.  

 

Once the blanks are filled in, the KFSP 911 HELP Sheet (see Appendix B) is designed to be of use 

to even very young children. The illustrations above the information blanks serve as visual cues or 

prompts. If the child making the call needs to call a parent/neighbour (i.e. the contact number 

listed at the bottom of the 911 HELP Sheet) the 911 operator should be asked to make the call, so 

that the child can stay on the phone until help arrives. 

                                      

 

Having a completed KFSP 911 HELP Sheet 

attached to (or beside) every farm phone 

(shrinking it to fit the cell phones) makes it much 

easier for a child to call 911, and helps the child 

give exact location information to the emergency 

crew so they can get to the scene. The visuals cue 

the child to give the landowner‟s name and the 

legal land description, so if a child can read 

numbers and letters, (s)he can give the needed 

information. The child also needs to say who the 

victim is and describe the nature of the emergency, 

so that the operator knows what kind of help to 

send. 

 

 

Additional resources: 

 Contact www.regionalmapleleaf.com to order the Elementary Safety Book for Children. 

 Contact St. John Ambulance (800 665 7114; www.stjohn.ab.ca) or Red Cross (888 307 7997) 
for first aid courses. 

 A board book with a telephone keypad built into it (It’s time to call 911: What to do in an 
emergency, 2002, Smart Kids Publishing) lets young children practice dialing 911 with 

different emergency scenarios on each page, and plays the reassuring sound of a siren after they 

dial.  The last page includes a space to record the child‟s address or the farm‟s legal description. 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #4                                                                             

Playing safely  

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP)       

 

 Creating safe play areas on farms 
 
In 1999, Lori Lockiger (then with the Centre  for Agricultural Medicine) cited statistics showing 

that 50 Canadian children under the age of 15 died between 1991 and 1995 in farm-related 

incidents. This included 34 children run over by tractors and other machinery, four crushed in 

rollovers, two entangled in machines, and two hit by animals. Lockinger recommended that 

“parents erect wire fences to corral the kids, since board fences can easily disintegrate and allow for 

breakouts.” (“Don‟t take your kids to work – one solution: a fenced off play area,” Western 

Producer Farm Safety Handbook, July 1998. p. 8. See Appendix C of the Machinery Safety with 

Mic Safety Mouse Resource Package). 

 
The importance of creating safe play areas on farms is recognized internationally, yet only 30 per 

cent of farm households in the United States, with children under eight years of age, reported 

having enclosed, fenced-off play areas in 2006 (2009 Fact Sheet Childhood Agricultural Injuries, 

National Children‟s Centre, Marshfield, WI). 

 

The Alberta Agriculture Farm Safety Fact Sheet, “Safety Up! – On Play Areas for Children” 

(http://www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafetyact; click on Safety Up! Campaign Fact Sheets, and 

scroll down) provides six steps for creating a safe play area that reiterate the six steps presented in 

“Creating Safe Play Areas on Farms” (National Children’s Center for Rural and Agricultural 

Health and Safety, 2
nd

 ed. 2004, p. 21).  For a copy, visit www.farmsafety.ca and click on “Just for 

Kids,” email nccrah@mcrf.mfldclin.edu, or write to 1000 North Oak Ave. Marshfield WI 54440-

5790.    
 

Creating Safe Play Areas on Farms draws heavily on six research studies on play and playgrounds.  

In addition to providing the aforementioned six steps for “creating a safe play area” (p. 21), it 

includes a two-page list of safe play resources. It also outlines the characteristics of young children, 

defines what a safe play area is and should be, states why safe play areas are important on farms, 

and describes the elements of effective supervision. This publication suggests equipment that is 

suitable for safe play areas, and shows how a fenced play area is prepared, maintained and 

improved. 

 

UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE) (www.stackyard.com/news/2005/o7/HSE/farm_safety) 

provides a checklist that helps farmers minimize the risk to children on their farms and makes the 

oft-repeated stipulation that farmers should “provide an attractive and suitable fenced play area” 

where children can play safely.  

 

According to the Farm Accident Monitoring System (FAMS), 24 children died due to farm-related 

incidents, in Alberta alone, between 2004 and 2008. That surely is incentive for safe play areas on 

our farms. 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #5                                                                                                        
Playing safely  

          Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP) 

 
Mowers, cargo carriers and utility vehicles 

 
Kids and mowers don‟t mix.  Mowers are not toys, and should be off-limits to kids.  Although there 

is no Canada-wide statistic for how many reported injuries and fatalities are due to children being 

given rides on mowers, children operating mowers, or children getting in the way of mowers, we do 

know that children are being injured by lawn mowers. 

 

The number and seriousness of ride-on mower-related injuries show that mower operators often 

don‟t appreciate the risk associated with not following manufacturers‟ safety recommendations.  

Michael Gacioch (Deere & Company Worldwide Headquarters) explains the hazard by saying, 

“Imagine what would happen if you were to drop a chicken leg into a running blender or a garbage 

disposal in your kitchen.” 

 

He continues, “Now imagine what might happen when your playful four-year-old sneaks up from 

behind, as you shift your mower into reverse. Or think what could happen when your youngster 

comes running toward you from the opposite direction as you mow around the corner of the hedge. 

Suppose your small child slips from your protective hold as you are giving him/her a ride on the 

mower while you cut the grass?”  He adds that these examples are drawn from real life. 

 
According to a 53-month study by the Ohio University College of Medicine, approximately 9,400 

American children suffer injuries from lawn mowers each year. This study (Wollman, Khosla, 

Shields, Beeghly, Bonsu, and Smith; 2002) concluded that children continue to suffer these injuries, 

despite current prevention efforts.  Of the 85 children treated (average age 7.6 years old) in one 

hospital during that year, 35 per cent needed surgery, 12 out of 33 injuries resulted in foot or toe 

amputation, and another six injuries resulted in amputation of other body parts. Most injuries 

occurred because the child was run over or backed over by the mower.  Other injuries included, in 

decreasing order of incident, other blade contact, thrown objects, burns, and falls off the mower. 

 
The study also polled parents who, on average, believed a child should be at least 13 years old to 

operate a mower, although the American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that children be at 

least 16 before operating a ride-on mower.  Eighty-six percent of these parents, however, indicated 

that they made changes in safety practices after an injury occurred.  

 

The study concluded that “despite current prevention efforts, serious injuries associated with lawn 

mowers continue to occur to children. Parental education should promote compliance with the 

American Academy of Pediatrics‟ policy recommendation that children should be at least 16 years 
old before operating a ride-on mower.” 

 
As an agri-business firmly committed to safety, John Deere provided the following supplementary 

sheets for the mower‟s operator manual. These sheets were used as hand-outs at Daysland‟s 

Progressive Agricultural Safety Day in March 2008.  They stress the hazards associated with ride-on 

mowers, and suggest practices that will protect children from being injured by the mower and its 

blades, cargo carriers, and utility vehicles. 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #6                                                                                                        

Playing safely  

          Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP) 

 
         Hantavirus warning; other pests   

 

KFSP activities use the Mic Safety Mouse and City Mouse puppets to help teach children about 

farm safety. But children need to understand that real mice eat grain, are often found in grain bins, 

and can carry disease. Between 1993 and 2005, there were 25 reported cases of hantavirus in 

Alberta. Tests on deer mice in 2005 in rural East Central Alberta (around Hobbema, Lacombe, 

Ponoka and Wetaskiwin) showed that up to 50 per cent of the tested mice were infected with 

hantavirus (“High rates of hantavirus found in Central Alberta,” Camrose Booster, July 5, 2005). 

Throughout Canada, 16 of the 41 reported cases resulted in death.  Therefore, children need to 

realize that though the Mic puppets are cute and harmless, real mice are not to be played with 

because they carry disease. 
 

Hantavirus is found in the droppings, urine, and saliva of deer mice. They live in grain bins, fields, 

bushes, haystacks, machinery, sheds, barns, garages, and houses. The deer mouse is a brownish 

colour (which varies with age), with a white belly and white feet. Its tail is distinctive: dark on top 

and white on the underside (see photo on the back of this sheet).  
 

If children see any evidence of mice, such as tracks, nests, or droppings, they must not touch them, 

and must tell an adult right away. Only an adult wearing protective gear should clean up mouse 

nests and droppings. To prevent inhalation of the virus, respiratory protection (such as HEPA filters 

or NIOSH masks beginning with the digits TC-21C) is mandatory. Rubber gloves and goggles are 

needed. Dampen the area with a 1:9 dilution of household bleach. Refuse should sit for about ten 

minutes before being double-bagged and disposed of as garbage. The floor should be wet-mopped to 

eliminate dust. Any contaminated garments need to be laundered separately (or disposed of), and 

goggles, boots, and gloves disinfected. Hands and exposed skin must be washed thoroughly with 

soap and hot water. 
 

A person inhaling dust containing hantavirus particles can become very ill. Symptoms include flu-

like fever, headache, cough, muscle pains, stomach pain or nausea, followed by shortness of breath 

and a dry cough. If these symptoms occur within one to five weeks following contact with mouse 

droppings or a nest, the person should see a doctor. If shortness of breath suddenly occurs, and/or 

rapidly worsens, immediate medical attention is required. If a child sees an adult with these 

symptoms, the child should call 911 immediately.  
 

Additional resources: 

 For information on hantavirus, visit East Central Public Health (www.ech.ab.ca) and type 
hantavirus into the search engine.  

 Quick guide to dealing with hantavirus, clean-up procedures and protective measures is 
available from Farm Safety Association Inc. (800 361 8855).  

 To access Hantavirus disease guidelines for protecting workers and the public go to the 

Saskatchewan Labour website (www.gov.sk.ca), and type in a search for hantavirus in Online 

Services. 

 Mouse puppets are available from Baby Love in Camrose, Alberta (780 672 1763; 
www.kidalog.com). Patterns for the Mic Safety Mouse puppets are found in Appendix F, and 

several mouse puppets are included in this Resource Package. 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #6      

Playing safely  
 

Hantavirus warning cont.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(ON THE FARM: Chemical Safety with Mic Safety Mouse. p. 25) 

 

 

Other pests 

Mice are not the only pests on the farm. Many farms also have gophers, skunks, porcupines, coyotes, 

foxes, badgers, or weasels. Farmers often set traps to help eliminate these pests. Children must avoid 

these animals and the traps set out to catch them, because the traps can easily spring on children‟s 

toes or fingers if tampered with. Never challenge any of the above wildlife, or snakes, moose, deer, 

elk, and birds like owls, hawks or geese. Do not run if confronted by any of these, as they may give 

chase. Back away slowly to create space between you and the animal, and then go tell an adult. 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #7                                                                                                        
Playing safely  

          Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP) 

 
Farm safety advocacy summary  
In 2006, three of the seven children who died in Alberta due to farm-related incidents were four 

years old or younger.  In 2008, eight Alberta youngsters died. Ontario statistics show that children 

between one and four years of age account for more than half of farm-related fatalities involving 

children under 15. Advocacy for the safety of children in rural settings is vital. Children have 

limited control over their environment and the messages influencing it. Vigilance of safety-

conscious adults within the rural community can ensure that messages depicting the agricultural 

environment show safe, responsible behaviour. The overall media portrayal of farming affects 

public acceptance of what constitutes safe and unsafe practices. Positive safety messages, therefore, 

set safety standards to be aspired to and achieved. 

 

According to the US National Safety Council (1995), there were 800 known deaths and 140,000 

non-fatal disabling injuries due to farm-related incidents. Farming ranks third (after mining and 

transport) as the most dangerous occupation in North America and Australia. It is crucial that the 

media contribute positively to farm safety, by conveying safe farm messages and images. When 

parents and youngsters see unsafe practices in the media (such as a preschooler kissing a bull on the 

nose, on the back cover of Alberta Beef‟s Grass Routes, Spring 2006) it gives them the impression 

that such risky practices are acceptable. Discussing these types of messages with children helps 

them learn to identify unsafe activities that are being portrayed as harmless by the media. (see 

Activity 6 in Activity Sheet #2). 

 

Unsafe images and messages can be used to encourage youngsters to apply common sense and 

critical thinking. State clearly and frequently that the image and/or message is unsafe, and follow it 

up with a strong verbal or visual depiction of a safe way of doing things. Children should also be 

encouraged to challenge these messages. Rural children, in particular, may have more practical 

farm-related knowledge than some of the adults working in urban media. 

 

To help educate media producers, and encourage them to contribute positively to farm safety, adults 

and children can bring the USDA guidelines (Fact/Resource Sheet #8) to their attention. The 

guidelines provide editors, illustrators, cinematographers and photographers with a list of positive 

safety messages. 

 

Letters to the editor can also raise general public awareness of potential risk. In most cases, 

publishers and producers respond positively when approached by consumers and children, who are, 

after all, a potential market audience. 

 

If you have farm safety concerns, contact the Honourable Jack Hayden, Alberta‟s Minister of 

Agriculture and Rural Development (agriculture.minister@gov.ab.ca or if phoning, dial 310 000 and 

then 780 427 2137). 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #8          

Playing safely  
 

Excerpts from USDA Farm Safety Fact Sheet (June 1996)  
Guide to Communicating Farm Safety for Editors, Illustrators,  

Cinematographers and Photographers  

 

Guidelines for “Safe” Safety Communication 

DO show tractors *  Tractors should have rollover protective structures (ROPS). 

and other farm * If slow-moving farm equipment is shown being operated on a public 

equipment being  road, be sure it has a properly mounted SMV emblem, and that front 

maintained and   and rear lighting is clean and in working order. 

operated safely.  *  The vehicle must be operated at a reasonable speed, by an adult wearing 

  a seatbelt. 

 

 DO NOT show individuals of any age as extra riders in or on tractors, riding on wagons, or in the backs 

of pickup trucks; stepping over a rotating shaft; leaning over a conveyer; hand-feeding materials into a 

machine with moving parts or blades; climbing to heights without fall protection, stair or platform 

guarding; or using augers or ladders near power lines. 

 

Do portray farm *  When showing farm workers with machinery, be sure they are not  

workers in proper  wearing items that could become entangled in moving machine parts 

clothing and   (i.e. jewelry, drawstrings, bandannas or ties, or loose clothing).    

personal protective *  Farm workers using all-terrain vehicles should be depicted wearing 

equipment for the job.   helmets, goggles, pants, work boots, gloves, and long sleeves.  

 * Workers handling hay, grain, or silage inside structures should be     

  wearing dust masks. 

 *  Show farm workers mixing or applying chemicals in proper clothing  

DO show children  and personal protective equipment. 

playing in fenced * Children handling and feeding newborn or small animals is a sure  

areas and doing   way to catch the public‟s attention. But the children being photo- 

supervised age-   graphed may [also] catch the unwanted attention of adult animals   

appropriate chores.  that can be dangerously protective of their offspring.   

 

DO NOT place children in a risky situation for the sake of your story.  Always isolate the babies from  

the adult animals during filming, and never show children playing in grain piles, wagons, or bins. 

 
DO project positive * When writing about children, write of normal daily activities and  

images, in words   chores appropriate to the age(s) of the children. Remember: unusual  

and pictures.   responsibility may be admirable in advanced youngsters, but   

  consider what is unsafe for the average child. 

 

DO NOT show children under 14 driving any motorized farm vehicle, or children riding, climbing,  

standing, or playing on farm machinery. 

 

DO cover positive * Frame photos to exclude any potential safety hazard that is impossible 

stories on adult and   to eliminate physically. 

youth groups  * Try to include visible safety measures around the farm within overall  

involved in safety  shots (i.e. smoke alarms and fire extinguishers mounted prominently in 

workshops and  barns, sheds, and other outbuildings). 

projects. *  Photograph areas free of clutter; show clean, obviously well-maintained      

  machinery and equipment. Dirt, clutter, and rust could imply 

  carelessness. 

 * Locate agricultural businesses in your community that have excellent 

safety records. Detail their safety programs and provide graphic 

illustrations of accident/cost reduction ratios. 
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Fact/Resource Sheet #8     

Playing safely  
 

Excerpts from USDA Farm Safety Fact Sheet (June 1996) cont. 

 

Excerpt from USDA media/public relations perspective overview 

 

Until the past decade, minimal attention has been accorded to childhood farm injuries in the 

news, except for articles published in medical or agricultural engineering journals. Health 

promotion theories explain that our expectations of socially desirable behavior are strongly 

influenced by what we see on television, read in print, and hear on radio. Therefore, the impact that 

the media and public relations might have on influencing farm safety attitudes and practices could 

be powerful… 

The 1983 SUCCESSFUL FARMING article regarding the death of a 17-month-old Indiana 

girl in a farm accident led the way for increasing attention to farm injuries in the lay media, 

primarily [because it was] associated with the traumatic nature of the incident and human suffering. 

As readers express greater interest in health and safety issues, editors are likely to continue to 

include such information in the printed or broadcast media. Additionally, farm parents indicate their 

own recognition of hazards to children on farms is largely due to information gleaned from the farm 

media. 

  Several farm journals and radio programs have capitalized on this emerging interest on farm 

safety in two ways. The farm media have access to farm audiences for conducting surveys of safety 

attitudes and behaviors. Survey results then provide the basis for new stories. The farm media can 

also serve as a “sounding board” for its audience, allowing individuals to express ideas and 

concerns regarding appropriate safety interventions. 

The non-farm media is less predictive [sic] regarding coverage of agricultural safety news 

and its subsequent influence on attitudes and practices. Generally speaking, the non-farm audience 

has only a superficial interest in farm safety issues, and as a result, news coverage is sporadic. One 

recent [recent in 1996] example of coverage by the non-farm media of childhood farm injuries is 

the People magazine cover story about the North Dakota farm boy whose arms were severed by a 

power take-off. Coverage related more to the sensational aspects of the incident, and the drama of 

surgical reattachment of his arms, than it did to a genuine effort to prevent similar tragedies. 

Another issue in the non-farm media is that brief images portrayed in the media, such as a child 

riding the fender on a tractor in a food commercial, can send misleading messages regarding [safe] 

socially acceptable behaviors. 
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ON THE FARM with Mic Safety Mouse:  

                              Playing Safely 
        
                                                      

 

            KIDS’ ACTIVITY SHEETS 

 

 
Kids’ Activity Sheet #1: Preventative, protective activities 

 1.   Protecting your brain ............................................................................................................ 1  

 2.   Managing winter cold and summer heat .............................................................................. 3 

 3.   Preventing insect bites .......................................................................................................... 4 

  Follow-up and extension activities ............................................................................................. 4 

 

Kids’ Activity Sheet #2: Activities to reinforce safety messages  
 1.   Brainstorming safe play ideas .............................................................................................. 5  

      2.   Games, activities, and songs 

 A. Reviewing previous games and songs ............................................................................ 6  

 B. Memory game quiz ......................................................................................................... 6 

 C. Charades ......................................................................................................................... 6 

 D. Play pack ........................................................................................................................ 7 

 3. Writing a story: This is the farm where name lives ............................................................. 7 

 4. Word search: “Who has to make sure I am safe?” .............................................................. 7 

     Follow-up and extension activities ............................................................................................. 7 
 

Kids’ Activity Sheet #3: Calling 911 for help 

 Using the 911 HELP Sheet ......................................................................................................... 9 

     Follow-up and extension activities ............................................................................................. 9 

 

Kids’ Activity Sheet #4: Book hunt 

 Finding books; identifying and correcting unsafe play situations ............................................ 10 
 Follow-up and extension activities ........................................................................................... 11 

 

Kids’ Activity Sheet #5: Kids’ farm safety websites 

 Finding and using kids‟ farm safety websites .......................................................................... 12 

 Follow-up and extension activities ........................................................................................... 13 

 Review of kids‟ farm safety websites ....................................................................................... 13 

 

Kids’ Activity Sheet #6: Play day at a farm 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #1   

Playing safely   

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP) 

 

Preventative, protective activities 

 

1.  Protecting your brain (based on information from David.Nelson@ech.ab.ca) 

Focus:  to learn about safety for a specific part of the body: the brain 

  to encourage wearing a helmet to protect the brain 

 to understand the permanent effects of brain damage 

 

You will need: Set up: 

For each child or group:  1 raw egg (plus some extras); 

4 cotton balls; a foil pie plate; 1 styrofoam cup; reusable 

adhesive putty; 32 cm of tape; paper towels (for clean 

up) 

Set up materials in work stations 

suitable for groups (maximum of  

four). 

One volunteer per group Assign one volunteer to each station. 

An instructor who is knowledgeable about the brain, to 

explain brain functions and tell the children what to do 

Tell the speaker how large the group 

will be, and the ages of the 

participants. 

Large chart showing different areas of the brain; plastic 

model brain 

To be used when explaining the 

different parts of the brain. 

 

Procedure: 

 Meet with the guest speaker before to the day of the activity, to go over expectations and the 
activity plan.  

 Ask him or her to explain to the group what the brain does (i.e. our brain helps us walk, talk, 
and move our bodies; eat and digest our food; read and remember things), give some basic 

features of the brain, and explain how the brain can be damaged (e.g. falls, blows, crushing 

etc). Children should be introduced to the four main parts of the brain: frontal (personality, 

decision making); occipital (sight); temporal (memory); parietal (touch, reading). The brain is 

made of nerve cells that do not usually heal, if damaged. Therefore, injury to the brain often 

results in permanent problems such as difficulty walking, talking, thinking, and remembering.  

Compare the eggs to brains (hard outer shell = skull; egg white = protective fluid around the 

brain; yolk = brain). Explain that blood vessels supply the brain with oxygen, with a blood 

flow of about 40.5 litres every hour. 

 On the day of the activity, brief the volunteers, explaining what the children should do during 

this activity. Have the volunteers help explain the importance of always protecting the brain by 

wearing a helmet when riding a bike, or a horse, playing hockey, etc.   

    Ask students to use their brains to design and build a helmet that will protect an egg from a one-
metre fall. The groups must use the materials to build the best possible helmet to protect the 

egg. (The pie plate is the “crash pad” to catch the helmeted egg.) At the end of five minutes, 

have the groups drop their protected egg onto the pie plates.  Examine and discuss the results. 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #1   

Playing safely   
 

Preventative, protective activities 

 

Related facts (“Helmets save brains,” The Camrose Canadian, Amanda Kuttnick, June 6, 1999) 

 The human skull can be shattered by an impact of seven to 10 kilometers per hour. This seems 
slow inside a car, but is comparable to riding a bike down a moderate hill while pedaling. 

Discuss the difference if a car hits something at that speed, compared to what happens if a 

human body hits something at 10km/h. 

 Head injuries account for 75 per cent of deaths from bike injuries. Wearing a helmet can reduce 

the risk of head injury by 85 per cent and the risk of brain injuries by 88 per cent. 

 A fall from a height of 60 cm (two feet) can cause brain damage. 

 A fall at the speed of 20 km/h can be fatal. 
 

Links to curriculum and/or life: 

Health and Life Skills 

Children should understand that their brains are fragile, and need to be protected, just like the egg in 

the experiment. The children should know and understand the reasons for wearing approved 

helmets (Canadian Standards Association, CSA; Department of Transport, DOT; Safety Equipment 

Institute, SEI; or American National Standards Institute, ANSI) during activities that could 

endanger their heads. 

 

Language Arts and social skills 

The group work in this activity provides opportunities to practice speaking skills, and develop 

negotiating and compromising strategies while building the helmet. Vocabularies will expand to 

include the names of the different areas of the brain when talking about them. 

 

Science 

Children learn about the parts of the skull and the structure of the brain. Elementary physics 

concepts can also be introduced (mass of the egg, force [mass times acceleration], gravity) when 

dropping the egg. 

 

Follow-up and extension activities: 

 Have the children brainstorm activities requiring head protection. 

 If possible, have them bring in the helmets they have been wearing, and have some approved 

helmets on hand for comparison. Discuss why and how the approved helmets provide 

maximum protection. 

 Demonstrate the proper way to wear a helmet (see Activity Sheet #1 in the Farm Animal and 
Livestock Safety Resource Package for the proper fit of helmets, and/or follow instructions that 

come with the helmets). Have adult volunteers use mirrors to help the children practice fitting 

the helmets correctly, to maximize protection. 

 Watch the 4-H video/DVD “Every time…Every ride” (included in the Farm Animal and 
Livestock Safety Resource Package), to stress the importance of using helmets to protect the 

head and brain (additional video/DVD source: adell@wsu.edu). 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #1   

Playing safely   
 

Preventative, protective activities  

 

2. Managing winter cold and summer heat  

During winter, protect yourself from the cold. Exposed skin can freeze quickly in cold temperatures.  

Frostbite makes the skin white, waxy, and numb. Freezing causes hardening as well. Do NOT rub 

the frostbitten area. Warm it gradually. Frozen hands and feet should be thawed in a hospital by 

medical staff. If there are blisters, apply sterile bandages lightly to prevent breaking. Call 911 

immediately. 

 

In summer, protect your skin by applying sunscreen about 20 minutes before going outside. Protect 

your head by wearing a hat. Try to schedule strenuous activities during the morning or late 

afternoon. Wear lightweight, light-coloured, loose-fitting clothing (cotton clothing breathes more 

easily than synthetic). Be sure to drink lots of water. Your body needs water to prevent dehydration 

when you are perspiring. Avoid liquids containing sugar or caffeine. 

 

When a body‟s cooling system becomes overloaded, heat exhaustion or heat stroke can occur. Heat 

exhaustion is the milder form of heat-related stress. According to Health Matters (Vol 5, #7, July 

2008) the symptoms can include:   

 Cool, moist skin, that can be either pale or flushed 

 Heavy perspiring 

 Muscle cramps 

 Nausea and sometimes vomiting 

 Weakness or dizziness 

 Dry mouth and headaches 

 

If these symptoms occur, it is important to get out of the sun and into a cool place.  Drink water, 

take a cool shower, bath or sponge bath, and rest. 

 

Heat stroke is a medical emergency, and can be life-threatening. The symptoms include: 

 Very high body temperatures (over 39° Celcius) 

 Hot, dry, red skin 

 No sweating or perspiring 

 Nausea, dizziness 

 Confusion or disorientation 

 Hallucinations, convulsions, or loss of consciousness 
 

If heat stroke is suspected, call 911 or have someone call 911 for you. Stay on the phone and follow 

the operator‟s instructions until help arrives.  Ask an adult to help you move the victim out of the 

sun into a cool place, and begin cooling him/her as rapidly as possible (immerse in a tub of cool 

water, place in a cool shower, or use a garden hose to spray the victim with cool water). The heat 

stroke victim should NOT drink water or fluids. If convulsions occur, restrain the victim so (s)he 

does not injure her/himself. 

 

Follow-up and extension activities: 

In small groups, dress for a hot day, a cold day, rainy or sunny day, or some combination of these, 

and then role-play how to deal with frostbite/heat trauma (as instructed above). 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #1   

Playing safely   
 

Preventative, protective activities 

 

3. Preventing insect bites 

In addition to using insect repellent, you can wear long-sleeved shirts and long pants, and use 

screens or netting to make areas insect-free. 

 

If using insect repellent:  

 Ask an adult to apply it, or to supervise the child applying it.  

 Do not wear bug spray under clothing. 

 Do not use bug spray near food. 

 Do not use in an enclosed area, and never inhale a repellent spray. 

 Do not use bug spray if the skin has cuts or is irritated. 

 When you come inside, wash treated skin areas with soap and water to remove the spray. 
 

If bitten, use an after-bite itch-relief compound to minimize swelling and discomfort. (Topical 

analgesics are available from a pharmacy.) If extensive swelling occurs, call 911. Stay on the phone 

and follow instructions until help arrives. 

 

Follow-up and extension activities: 
 Gather various types of bug sprays, insect repellents, and itch-relief compounds, so that the 

children can look at the containers. Examine the hazardous product symbols on these, and make 

sure the children understand what those symbols mean. “Poison” is the most common symbol, 

but there may be others. 

 See Be wary of insect bites and stings and Safety in the bee yard (Appendix C) for information 

about how to prevent insect bites and stings. 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #2 

Playing safely   

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP) 
 

Activities to reinforce safety messages 

 

1. Brainstorming safe play ideas  

Focus: to expand ideas for safe play by providing numerous options to choose from 

 

You will need: Set up: 

ON THE FARM with Mic Safety 

Mouse: Playing Safely booklets 

Have enough booklets so that each child has one, 

or can share with a neighbour. 

Felt pens and flip board; black board 

and chalk, or white board and pens; 

scissors; glue; poster paper; paint and 

brushes; magazines, catalogues; 

pictures of kids playing 

Write PLAY at the top of the board. 

Place the materials on tables. 

Puzzles, blocks, books, musical 

instruments, bubble blowing materials; 

one adult volunteer per station. 

Set out toys and crafts in stations throughout the 

room, and assign one adult to each station. 

 

Procedure: 

 Read ON THE FARM with Mic Safety Mouse: Playing Safely, and discuss all the different 
things the children in the pictures are doing. Ask what else kids could do safely on the farm. 

 Collect and display pictures of children playing. 

 Ask the children what they would play if they had a day to themselves, and write down their 
safe play suggestions. These may include: making or listening to music, making and playing 

instruments (drums, guitars, horns, xylophones, shakers); singing; dancing; card and table 

games; painting; drawing; playing school/store/firefighter; building a farm or zoo with stuffed 

animals; making and using puppets and a puppet theatre; dress-up (cowboy/girl, farmer, bee-

keeper, fireman, rescue workers/response team); blowing bubbles; using a chalk board; wooden 

blocks; LEGO® bricks; reading; play dough/clay; craft activities (cut/paste, beads, sewing, 

wood/hammers/nails); farm toys; dolls; dinosaurs; ride-on toys (tractors, trucks, cars).  Try to 

expand their play repertoire by asking for additional play suggestions, stressing those activities 

that exercise body and mind.  Suggestions will vary according to age. 

Note: Expect computer games, watching TV or DVDs, and riding quads or ATVs to be at the 

top of the list, so be prepared to discuss reasonable use of these. Merchants are now marketing 

“toy” ATVs that go 7 mph forward and 2.5 mph in reverse. Collect statistics and safety 

guidelines before the session (see Machinery Safety with Mic Safety Mouse Fact/Resource Sheet 

#7), and discuss whether these “toy” ATVs are age-appropriate or safe. 

 Explain that they will have 15 minutes to visit the various stations set up around the room, and 
introduce the signal that will be used to move them from one station to the next.  For station 

ideas and layout, see the information and floor plan in Appendix J. Add any other activities 

and/or stations you think are suitable for your group.   

 When the time is up, call everyone back together into one group, and ask for further suggestions 

for safe play on the farm. Add these to the safe play list. 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #2   

Playing safely  
 

Activities to reinforce safety messages 

 

2. Games, activities, and songs  

 

A. Reviewing previous games and songs 
Sing songs and play games that the children request. Include the Lotto and card games introduced in 

Mic‟s Machinery Safety Resource Package (Activity Sheet #1; Appendices E and F). Make sure the 

BEE SAFE on the farm card game has some bus safety and dangers of flowing grain cards added to 

the deck, as well as cards representing any other potential dangers on local farms. Ask the children 

what safety topics are not covered in the existing BEE SAFE cards, and make cards for these. 

 

 

Mic says, “Add them now, before you play the BEE SAFE card game with 

your friends.” 

 

B. Memory game quiz 

Have the children turn the memory game “To be safe on the farm, I will…” into a True/False quiz.  

Start with the following questions, and have the children add their own, to reflect their own farming 

situations. 

 

Circle T if the statement is true.  Circle F if it is false, and change the statement so it becomes true. 

 1. To be safe on the farm, I put a 911 HELP Sheet by every phone. T F 

 2. To be safe on the farm, I always tell an adult where I am playing. T F 

 3. To be safe on the farm, I carry my cell phone with me all the time. T F 

 4. I will be safe on the farm if I watch what a grown-up is doing. T F 

 5. I will be safe if I only ride my horse/bike on our property. T F 

 6. I will be safe playing anywhere I want on the farm if I am careful. T F 

 

Caution: Be sure that the children correct false answers (like 4, 5, and 6) to make them safe and 

true. For example, when correcting number 4, stress that children are safest when playing in a 

supervised space, away from the work area and places that are off-limits. Encourage discussion.  

Some children might ask what to do if parents are not practicing safe behaviour. Should children 

ever be nearby when parents are working? In questions 5 and 6, the corrected statements should 

include wearing a helmet and supervision. Stress that riding on the road is not safe, and that using 

someone else‟s field without getting permission from the owner is trespassing. 

 

C. Charades 
Divide the children into small groups. Have each group mime a safety message (e.g. “No riders”) to 

another small group. Have the spectators try to guess what the message is. Rotate the groups until 

everyone has seen each safety message. 

 

Be sure to take photos of the charades, so that when all the mimed safety messages are recorded on 

a chart or poster, the photos can help convey/supplement those messages. Post this list of safety 

messages (with the accompanying photos) prominently to remind the children to think safety.  

Adding photos guarantees the chart gets added attention, and also makes it suitable for submission 

to local newspapers. 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #2   

Playing safely  
 

Activities to reinforce safety messages 

 

2. Games, activities, and songs cont. 

 

D. Play pack 

Check out the Play pack in Appendix C for games and activities to supplement those suggested 

above. 

 

Links to curriculum and/or life: 

Health and Life Skills 

Card games and interactive puppet play promote group work.  The cards increase knowledge, and 

reinforce messages promoting safe behaviour around farm equipment. 

 

Language Arts and social skills 

The children will be reading, speaking, and interacting in a group during these activities. 

 

3. Writing a story: This is the farm where name lives 

Ask the children to write and illustrate their own farm safety story. If they need some help getting 

started, they could use Mic‟s story or similar stories, such as the traditional This is the house that 

Jack built, Sweeney‟s The farm that Telly built, or This is the house where Jack lives (Heilbroner, J. 

1962, New York: Harper and Row). Encourage them to depict safety situations specific to their own 

farms (e.g. dairy, beef, grain, hog, poultry, etc.) 

 

4. Word search: “Who has to make sure I am safe?” 

Give each student a copy of the word search in Appendix D. See how many “me‟s” the children 

find. Discuss how each person is responsible for his or her own safety. In response to Mic‟s question 

“Who has to make sure I am safe?” ask the students to create a “ME” word search of their own. 

 

Links to curriculum and/or life: 

Language Arts 

Children practice their speaking skills when sharing their This is the farm where name lives stories.  

They could edit and “publish” their stories, and have an authors‟ day, inviting their parents and the 

community. 

 

Follow-up and extension activities: 

 For a creative play extension, K-3 children can role-play safety-related scenarios from their 
stories using ride-on tractors, toy tractors and machinery, toy farm people, animal figures, 

LEGO® bricks, and other blocks.  Discuss all the different safety concepts introduced in their 

stories, and add these concepts to the BEE SAFE cards if they have not been included already. 

 Have children build a safe farm using blocks, farm toys, and LEGO® bricks (source: Kathy at 
LEGO Direct Consumer Services, replay-lego@cybercrs.net).  
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #2   

Playing safely  
 

Activities to reinforce safety messages 

 

Follow-up and extension activities cont. 

 

 Prepare a collection of photos showing safe and unsafe play. Have the children (in groups of 
three) decide which ones are safe or unsafe, and why, and share their conclusions with the 

whole group. They can turn these into decks of cards, and use them to play the SAFE/RISKY 

card games. 

 Ask the children to make a wall mural or a collage of safe play scenarios. 

 Have children make a mural showing potential dangers on their own farms. Indicate the unsafe 
situations, and show how danger can be minimized. Children can then ask their families to 

eliminate those dangers so that they can play safely on the farm. 

 To acquire “Please be careful we love you” stickers for children to use as safety reminders on 
the farm, contact Heather at Grainews (www.grainews.ca; 800 665 0502) 

 To encourage bus safety behaviour, help school administrators organize a bus safety assembly 
at the beginning of each school year, inviting and introducing the school‟s bus drivers. Review 

and demonstrate Mic‟s bus rules during the assembly. Create and present a bus award for 

model bus drivers and bus riders, or present a “best bus” award periodically. For National Bus 

Safety Week, encourage the children to participate in the poster contests and speeches. 

 Have the children visit www.grainscanada.gc.ca/grainsc-cgrains/gpgc-gpgc-eng.htm to find 

photos of different kinds of grain. Ask them to bring grain from home to match the photos 

found at this website. Provide grain samples to supplement what they bring from home.  

Review the dangers of flowing grain. Which grain would engulf a person most quickly?  Why?  

How long would it take?  Explain why kids should NEVER play in or on grain piles, grain bins, 

wagons, trailers, or trucks. Use the spice jars full of grain and the garbage can with the disc in 

the bottom to demonstrate. (See the Dangers of flowing grain Resource Package for 

demonstration details, and Appendix C in the same package for articles regarding the dangers 

of flowing grain.) 

 Discuss what various grains are used for. If there is enough time and interest, have parents help 
prepare various foods made from different grains. Trace the steps from planting through harvest 

to the table, stressing safety in each step. For example, oil comes from canola and corn; flour is 

made from wheat, barley, corn, and oats; cereals and desserts use oatmeal, and so on.  

Throughout these activities, stress how the grains must be planted, grown, harvested and 

transported safely. Note that it is not enough to say, “grain must be planted, grown and 

harvested safely”; it must be accompanied by and linked to relevant safety activities. Collect 

concrete examples of safe farming practices from the children, using what they have learned 

from Mic Safety and their experiences on their own farms. One example might include the 

necessity for adults to wear coveralls, gloves, goggles, and a NIOSH-certified respirator to 

handle chemicals when treating seeds prior to planting them, and when spraying fields for 

weeds. This would provide the opportunity to review the chemical and hazardous product 

symbols, with the reminder that children must never touch containers bearing those labels, and 

must avoid contact with adults who have been handling those chemicals, until the adults have 

changed clothes and washed with hot soapy water. 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #3   

Playing safely  

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP)  
 

Calling 911 for help  

 

Using the 911 HELP Sheet 

 

 
 

Send home enough 911 HELP Sheets (see Appendix B), and/or magnets  for the children to put one 

by every phone on their farm.  They can tape a smaller version of the Sheet to each cell phone. 

 

Links to curriculum and/or life: 

Language Arts; Health and Life Skills 

Children will read and interpret the 911 HELP Sheet, and will use listening skills to practice 

following instructions while role-playing various (simulated) emergencies that require calling 911. 

 

Follow-up and extension activities:  
 Having the 911 HELP Sheet at every phone could save a life, so send home a letter asking the 

parents to put the 911 HELP Sheet by every phone on the farm, as well as taping a copy to each 

cell phone. 

 Discuss what constitutes an emergency. Make a list of possible emergencies. Make posters 
showing emergencies, and display these. 

 Send home a letter asking families to role-play calling 911 at home, imagining different 
emergencies. Ask them to practice calling 911 regularly, so everyone in the family knows how 

to call 911, in case they ever have to call for help. 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #4               

Playing safely  

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP)  
 

Book hunt 

 

Finding books; identifying and correcting unsafe play situations  

Focus: to find farm-related books and read them critically, with safety in mind 

 to identify and correct unsafe play situations in literature and other media 

 

You will need: Set up: 

Enough books so each child can read at least one 

book (see Book Lists in Appendix H) 

Have each child choose a book to read. 

Unsafe pictures from farm calendars, agri-related 

magazine advertisements, toy catalogues, and 

newspaper stories 

Spread the calendars, magazines, catalogues, and 

newspaper stories out on a table, or lay out the 

pictures from these sources. 

Transparencies, markers, scissors, glue, paper Place work materials on several tables. 

 

Prodecure: 

 Collect enough farm-related books so that each child can read at least one book. Ask them to 
look for and note safe and unsafe practices as they read. (Hint: Start with the farm safety-

related titles in the Book Lists, Appendix H.) 

 Supplement this collection of unsafe scenarios with those found in toy catalogues, magazine 
advertisements, calendars, and newspaper stories. Some can be collected ahead of time, but the 

children can add to them. 

 Have the children indicate what is unsafe in each illustration. In the books, this can be done 

with a large red X on a transparency. Children can alter the disposable pictures to make them 

feature safe behaviour. Ask each child to explain his/her improved picture to the whole group.  

Post the pictures, when completed, to act as safety reminders. 

 In groups of three, discuss safe images that occur in the collection. Ask the children to examine 
the unsafe scenarios, and figure out ways to make them safe. For example, with Farmer Joe 

Baby-Sits (N. Wilcox Richards, 1997, Toronto, ON; Scholastic Canada), ask if it is safe for 

Farmer Joe and Jennifer to be swinging from the rope in the hayloft, and why.  In Bibi and the 

Bull (C. Vaage, 1995, Red Deer, AB: Red Deer College Press), be sure to indicate obvious 

unsafe situations (e.g. the toddler taking on a bull).  In Moore‟s A Prairie Year (1994, Montreal 

PQ: Tundra Books) discuss why it is unsafe for the children to be in the grain truck box during 

harvest (p. 23). Ask why youngsters should not be inside the pig pen holding the piglets.  

Stress that the sow is shown as unrealistically passive (p. 11). 

 If reading Watch out! Growing up on the farm (D. Guillemette, no date, Govt. of NF and 
Labrador; fed.agric@nf.sympatico.ca), email the author to suggest how the cover illustration, 

which is repeated as the first one in the story, could be altered to show safe practices (i.e. the 

animals should be behind a fence, and Jacob should be outside the fence.) In this story, Jacob 

talks to the animals, but no mention is made of safety around large animals, other than when he 

is feeding the horse. Jacob assurs his mom that he‟ll “be careful,” but holds the apple he is 

feeding the horse in a manner that ensures he will be bitten, just as his mother warns (his hand 

should be flat, with the apple sitting on the palm of his hand). Jacob‟s dad warns him that 

knives are “very sharp” and Uncle Don tells him “no riders” when he asks for a tractor ride.   
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #4               

Playing safely  
 

Book hunt  

 

Procedure cont. 

Additionally, “Watch out!” is a misleading title, because “too many strawberries” is not a major 

safety issue while “growing up on a farm.” Ask the children to read critically. In this case, 

besides identifying unsafe situations in the story, ask the children to list and discuss other 

things on a farm that Jacob should “watch out” for. 

 Use the transparency with the large red X when reading Little Farmer Joe (I. Whybrow & C. 
Birmingham, 2003, New York, NY: Kingfisher) to identify unsafe situations, and ask the 

children how each unsafe scenario can be made safe. There are at least eight or nine of them in 

this book. The underlying premise of transforming Joe from a timid and frightened toddler into 

a bold farmer, in one day, on his visit to the farm, is ludicrous, and sends a very risky message. 

Little Joe is a toddler, small enough to ride on Uncle Will‟s shoulders (p. 3). A toddler should 

not be standing in the midst of cows (with big horns) in the milking parlour. Nor should he be 

milking cows (four pages from the end of the book). Joe should not be shown precariously 

straddling the fence with horses on either side. A more acceptable visual would show him 

safely on one side of the fence, with the horses on the other. Other unsafe visuals include: Joe 

riding on a bale in a hay trailer being pulled out to the field by the tractor; holding down a 

lambing ewe that is bleating and kicking; “tickling piglets” in the pigpen with a sow and her 

litter; and herding the cows at the end of the day (to “put the cows to bed”). 

 

Links to curriculum and/or life: 

Language Arts 

 

The reading list expands the children‟s literature base, and provides exercise in critical reading 

skills. Almost any farm-related book can be turned into a safety activity by brainstorming emerg-

ency scenarios, and practicing calling 911 with disabled phones. 

 

Follow-up and extension activities: 

Ask the children to find other farm-related literature, magazine articles, and advertisements for the 

group to read critically, with farm safety in mind.  Invite parents to participate in this activity. 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #5               

Playing safely  

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP)  
 

Kids’ farm safety websites 
  

Finding and using kids’ farm safety websites 

Focus: to provide practice finding kids‟ farm safety sites 

            to use the web as a teaching tool, that supplements and reinforces safety concepts that the 

             children have learned 

 

You will need: Set up: 

A computer with Internet connection for each child or 

pair of children. 

Turn on the computers before the 

children arrive. 

Adult volunteers knowledgeable about computers and 

the Internet, who can help the children find the sites. 

Assign one adult for every two 

computers, to ensure children are visiting 

farm safety sites. 

List of kids‟ farm safety sites (brief site reviews follow): 

www.childagsafety.org  

www.elmer.ca and  

www.safety-council.org/info/child/elmer/elmerthe.htm  

www.farmsafety.ca  

www.fs4jk.org/kidsmain 

www.johndeerekids.com  

www.ndfb.org/safety 

www.playsafebesafe.com 

Place a list of kids‟ farm safety sites, 

instructions, and learner‟s logs (see 

sample below) at each computer. 

 

Procedure: 

 Arrange to use a school computer lab (or an equivalent) so that there are enough computers for 

the number of children in your group. 

 Distribute instructions, and go over them with the volunteers, before the children arrive. 

 Put the list of websites and a learning log (see sample below) at each computer terminal, before 
the children arrive. 

 

Kids’ website learning log sample 

 

Website: 

www.johndeerekids.com 
At this site I found:  

Tic Tac Toe game that reviews 

farm safety rules. 

I learned:  
I reviewed rules like never ride in the 

back of a pickup truck; wear your 

helmet when riding a bike, etc. 

 

 Encourage the children to read critically, finding unsafe scenarios and correcting them, as 
with the books in Activity Sheet #4. 

 At the end of the session, have the children share and record the sites they visited and what 

they learned while there. Websites can never replace or duplicate real-life activities in risk-

controlled environments, or hands-on demonstrations with models. But the more educative 

sites can supplement and reinforce farm safety messages.  
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #5               

Playing safely  

  
Kids’ farm safety websites 

 

Links to curriculum and/or life: 

Language Arts and computer skills 

The suggested activities require reading, writing, and using computer skills.  

 

Follow-up and extension activities:   

Make a composite list of all sites visited, and some brief comments about each site, to send home 

with the children. 

 

Reviews of kids’ farm safety websites: 

 

Childhood Agricultural Safety Network (CASN) and National Children’s Center for Rural 

and Agricultural Health and Safety (NCCRAHS) 

www.childagsafety.org and www.marshfieldclinic.org/NCCRAHS/  

The CASN and NCCRAHS websites are dedicated to keeping children safe on the farm. They offer 

two different “Keep kids away from tractors” logos, three posters (“It‟s easier to bury a tradition 

than a child”; “The tractor is not the place for quality time”; “Your 75-pound child has no chance 

against your 10,000-pound tractor”), and public service announcements by country singer-

songwriter Michael Peterson that feature a child tractor-related fatality.   

 

Elmer the Safety Elephant  

www.elmer.ca and www.safety-council.org/info/child/elmer/elmerthe.htm 

Elmer offers tips for road, internet, school bus, and railway safety, and suggests ways to deal with 

bullying. There are also a few activities to download, and resources for parents and teachers. The 

games at elmer.ca require Shockwave to play. March 2009 addressed Kids on the Farm 

(http://www.elmer.ca/new/march-2009.php) and features farm safety suggestions. 

 

Farm Safety Association 

www.farmsafety.ca  

Select “Just for kids” off the left-hand menu. From the embedded menu, “Just for Kids” gives 

statistics on accidents, and “For children” lists books, games, and other learning tools that can be 

ordered through the website. There are also links to four PDF fact sheets (Safety of children in 

agriculture; Child Safety Day Camp; Children are at constant risk; Safety of children is adult‟s 

responsibility) that provide information for parents and educators. “Links to Children‟s Sites” lists a 

dozen websites focusing on safety.  

 

Farm Safety 4 Just Kids (FS4JK) 

www.fs4jk.org/kidsmain 

From the left-hand menu, click “Fun 4 Kids” for links to games, quizzes, and safety brochures to 

print out and colour. The games (mazes, connect the dots, crosswords) and colouring pictures alone 

will not provide substantial safety information or education. 

 

From the same menu, click “Education” for a description of different FS4JK programs. There are 

also fact sheets, articles, resource packages, a PowerPoint presentation, and explanations of how to 

make different models for safety demonstrations. 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #5               

Playing safely  

 
Kids’ farm safety websites 

  

Reviews of kids’ farm safety websites cont. 

 

John Deere Kids 

www.johndeerekids.com  

This user-friendly site offers a “Kids‟ Corner” that features a farm safety quiz (click on “Ready‟s 

Roost”), as well as a maze, a memory game, tac-tac-toe, a word scramble, and a find-and-click 

unsafe activities. There are also an emergency sheet to print out (click “Ready for Anything” under 

“Ready‟s Roost”), colouring pages, and a story, “Johnny Tractor and his Pals” (L.P. Bell, 1988; 

click “Johnny‟s Barn” and then “Johnny Tractor Storybook”).  

 

North Dakota Farm Bureau 

www.ndfb.org/safety 

Home of “JeopEARdy,” a downloadable powerpoint game about hearing safety (click on 

“Promotion & Education,” and “Safety”). “Teacher Resources,” and “Promotion & Education,” are 

for adult use with kids, and offer different activities and question sheets to help teach where food 

comes from. The activities are more “fun” than safety-oriented (e.g. milking a pretend cow, making 

cookie “hamburgers”). 

 

The “Always Be Careful on the Farm” (ABC) Program offers downloadable course curriculum 

materials for grades two and five (click “Safety” and ABC Program”). Step-by-step instructions 

allow even a complete novice to give a basic explanation of, for example, the NO RIDERS rule. 

 

play safe! be safe! 

www.playsafebesafe.com  

This page focuses on fire safety, with activities and questions aimed at ages three and up (though 

most three-year-olds will need help with the reading). There are two drag-and-drop games (“What 

they wear,” “Safe for Play! Keep Away!”) and the “Keep Away” activity game (requires 

Shockwave; a link is provided on the page). 
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Kids’ Activity Sheet #6               

Playing safely  

Kids’ Farm Safety Program (KFSP)  
 

Play day at a farm 

Organizing a play day at a farm 

Focus: to raise general community awareness of and involvement in “safe play” on the farm 

 to apply safe play concepts in a farm setting 

 to encourage children to think about safety when playing on the farm 

 to supplement the ideas generated in Activity Sheet #2  

 to include a bus trip featuring Mic‟s bus safety tips 

 

Procedure: 

Choose to visit a farm with a fenced play yard.  If none is available, choose one that has a specific 

play area, far away from farm implements, grain bins, livestock pens, and other work areas. Send 

home a letter asking parents/guardians to provide participants with hats, sunscreen, bug repellent, 

sensible foot wear, coats and/or rain gear as required, a water bottle, and their own lunches for a 

picnic lunch. See Appendix I for a sample send-home letter and release and consent form.  

Supervision is imperative. Enlist parent volunteers or high school students to supervise the day. You 

should have one adult for every four children. 

 

Use the Pre/Post tests included near the beginning of each Mic Safety Resource Package before and 

after the play day, to see what the children have learned. 

 

Depending on the weather or season, and the facilities at the chosen farm, kids can play in a sand 

box, puddle pool or swimming pool, run through a sprinkler, or play on playground equipment.  

They can fly kites; blow bubbles; play “fox and geese,” or go skating or cross-country skiing.  They 

could play sports like soccer, baseball, volleyball, lawn croquet, or hockey (helmets needed); build 

snowmen and snow forts; or build bird houses or a dog house (materials permitting).  Horseback 

riding needs to be closely supervised.  Ensure the children are wearing properly-fitted approved 

helmets. 

 

Other activities could include chalk sidewalk drawings, hop-scotch, marbles, or skipping. Children 

could also put on a play or puppet show. You can invite a clown and do face painting.  Build/set up 

a fort, store, museum, petting zoo, gas station, post office, or restaurant. Toy wagons, kittens, 

puppies and pets provide endless entertainment.  The children could do puzzles, or trade stamps or 

cards.  Treasure and scavenger hunts can also be interesting and informative as long as they are held 

in safe locations. 

 

Caution: Regardless of what they do at home, children should not be operating quads, ATVs, or 

other machinery. The Alberta Centre for Injury Control & Research (ACICR) recommends 

restricting ATV use to persons aged 16 and older. Younger persons do not have the strength or skills 

to handle an ATV properly. According to ACICR statistics (All Terrain Vehicle [ATV] Injuries in 

Alberta Data Summary Report; www.acicr.ualberta.ca and click on Injury Facts; Data Reports), 

between 2002 and 2007, there were 81 ATV-related deaths in Alberta, and 19 per cent of those (16 

deaths) were children less than 16 years of age. For information and guidelines see Appendix G.  

Tips for the ATV Rider, It’s no accident that Tommy lost control of his mom’s ATV , and a DVD are 

available by emailing Tony at the Canadian Off-Highway Vehicle Distributors Council 

(ttraintafillou@cohv.ca). For Children‟s Safety Network statistics and other information, see 

Fact/Resource Sheet #7 in the Machinery Safety Resource Package. 
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Playing safely  
 

Play day at a farm  

Organizing a play day at a farm cont. 

 

Links to curriculum and/or life: 

Language Arts; Heath and Life Skills 

In addition to expanding children‟s vocabularies and exercising their communication skills, playing 

safely on an actual farm site reinforces the farm-related Health and Life Skills they have learned.  

Children get to practice making healthy, safe play choices for themselves and others, while 

expanding their safe play repertoire. 

 

NOTE: “Telling” children is not enough to produce the learning outcomes given in the Alberta 

Education Elementary Program of Studies.  The activities suggested in the Play day at the farm 

Activity Sheets give children the opportunity to put their learning into practice. 

 

Follow-up and extension activities: 

 If time allows, have experienced agri-related people show the group some of the 
demonstrations outlined in previous Mic Resource Packages (e.g. dangers of flowing grain, 

PTOs, augers, chemical safety, etc.). Make sure the emphasis on, and the time for play, are not 

lost, and that the day doesn‟t become too busy. The alternative is to schedule a separate safety 

day at a farm. 

 Organize a first aid course (e.g. St. John Ambulance or Red Cross) to help prepare children and 
their families for emergencies on the farm. 

 The Mary Meyer bus and finger puppets can be used to enact and reinforce Mic‟s bus safety 

rules (Appendix E). 

 Collect farm toys and let the group talk about and experience different ways of playing with 
them.  Act out safe and unsafe scenarios, and practice calling 911. 

 Build a wall mural using images of children playing safely on the farm. Invite the parents, 
community, and a local newspaper to come see the children‟s work, and serve a healthy snack. 

 Using Mic‟s Think Safety handful (see next page) as an outline, have the children write short 

stories about playing safely on the farm. Submit them, with pictures of safe play, to the local 

media, especially for farm safety week in March. 

 Acquire quad/ATV safety materials by emailing Tony at ttriantafillou@cohv.ca, and send these 
home with the children. 

 For additional ATV safety tips, visit www.atvsafety.org and click on “Information Sheets”. 

 Hold a “farm safety plan” workshop that includes students, parents, and agri-related businesses 

and associations. Have someone talk about preventative safety measures (e.g. a 911 HELP 

Sheet by every phone; building a safe, fenced, play area) and explain what to do in an 

emergency. Divide into groups, hand out a sheet with the headings Preventive Safety and 

Emergency Procedures, and assign the task of “developing a safety plan for your farm.” After 

about half an hour, call the whole group together, and ask them to share their ideas.  Send home 

“Be careful we love you” stickers for the children to put around the farm as safety reminders.  
Other handouts could include the NAGCAT Guidelines (www.nagcat.com/nagcat/pages) and 

Creating Safe Play Areas on Farms (www.farmsafety.com). The first 200 copies of the 

NAGCAT Guidelines can be ordered free of charge from freen.khan@sickkids.ca, Safe Kids 

Canada.  

 Host a quad safety session for the community. The Alberta Safety Council has certified ATV 

Course instructors (800 301 6407. Note: this is a correction of the number given in Fact Sheet 

#7 in the Machinery Safety Resource Package). 
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Playing safely  
 

Play day at a farm  

 

Follow-up and extension activities cont. 

 

Mic’s Think Safety handful 
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Afterword 

A 2008 report from the Canadian Agricultural Injury Surveillance Program (CAISP) shows a slight 

decline, nationally, in childhood farm-related fatalities. The 16-year CAISP study showed that an 

average of 17 children died each year during the first eight years (1990-1997), but in the last eight 

years (1998-2005), this decreased to an average of 10 childhood deaths per year. 

Marcel Hacault, Executive Director of the Canadian Agricultural Safety Association (CASA), says 

“the numbers show an improving safety situation for our kids on farms… but surely everyone‟s 

goal is zero.” 

Contrary to national trends, until 2009, Alberta has not experienced this downward trend in 

childhood fatalities. In fact, eight children aged 17 years and younger died in farm-related 

incidents in 2008, which is the same number of children who died in 1990, and is the highest 

number of childhood fatalities Alberta has recorded in any one year. This number is extremely 

high when compared to the national average of ten childhood fatalities per year for all of Canada. 

In 2009, however, there was only one child fatality. 

On a more positive note, however, the number of reported farm-related injuries in Alberta seems to 

be decreasing. Between 2005 and 2008, the injuries reported by the Farm Accident Monitoring 

System (FAMS) went down from 1353 to 757, a decrease of almost 56 per cent. Reported 

childhood injuries decreased less dramatically, going from 14 per cent (136 of the total 950 

injuries) in 2007, to 12.4 per cent (94 of the total 757 injuries) in 2008. Note that reporting injuries 

is voluntary, and that only 48 to 50 per cent of Alberta hospitals report to FAMS, which means that 

the numbers recorded by FAMS are a fairly conservative estimate of actual injuries. 

An encouraging aspect of safety education emerges when we look at the summary of incidents and 

agents of injuries, which indicates that of the five major agents, fire causes the least number of 

injuries. We know that fire safety is an integral part of the Elementary Program of Studies. The 

students have regular fire drills, visits to local fire stations, classroom fire safety presentations, and 

visits from firemen. They learn fire safety, and it transfers into their daily behaviour. They learn 

not to touch matches and lighters. They learn to “stop, drop and roll.” Subsequently, there are few 

fire-related incidents, injuries, and fatalities. 

If farm safety were similarly embedded in the school curriculum, taking its rightful place alongside 

existing safety instruction (fire, street, personal, bicycle safety, etc.), children would learn, 

internalize, and transfer farm safety strategies, with similar positive results. To this end, with the 

ultimate goal of zero childhood farm-related fatalities, we encourage each of you to promote farm 

safety, and to educate our youngsters so they can make safe choices on the farm. We urge you to 

lobby for, and insist that, farm safety be included in Alberta Education‟s Program of Studies. Send 

your letters of support to Daysland and District Agricultural Society (c/o Box 127, Bawlf, AB  

T0B 0J0), or write directly to Alberta‟s Minister of Education, the Honourable David Hancock 

(edmonton.whitemud@assembly.ab.ca, or at 224 Legislation Building, 10800-97 Ave. Edmonton, 

AB T5K 2B6).  

Train others to be farm safety advocates and ambassadors as well.  

Help eliminate childhood farm-related injuries and fatalities. 

Mic says, “Be safe! And help our kids be safe.”

mailto:edmonton.whitemud@assembly.ab.ca
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Appendix A 

Farm-related fatalities and injuries 
 

ALBERTA FARM-RELATED FATALITIES (1985-2008) 

Date Total fatalities,  

including children 

Child fatalities  

(0-17 years of age) 
1985 29 4 
1986 13 3 
1987 18 6 
1988 12 1 
1989 13 0 
1990 16 8 
1991 15 2 
1992 14 2 
1993 22 7 
1994 15 4 
1995 12 2 
1996 21 5 
1997 17 4 
1998 24 6 
1999 17 2 
2000 22 3 
2001 18 5 
2002 24 5 
2003 14 1 
2004 16 5 
2005 19 3 
2006 20 7 
2007 12 1 

2008 23 8 

2009 13 1 

Totals 439 95 (21.6% of total) 

 

For details regarding the agents involved in the eight 2008 childhood farm-related fatalities see the 

chart below. 

 

2008 Farm-related childhood fatalities 

Date Gender Age Type of fatality 

May 14 M 2 Multiple persons on ATV, rollover and child was thrown 

June 17 M 2 Found face-down in dugout, died in hospital 

May 10 M 5 Fell off wagon being pulled by a tractor 

Aug 27 M 6 Asphyxiated, buried in grain while truck was being loaded 

Aug 27 M 7 Asphyxiated, buried in grain while truck was being loaded 

June 14 ? 7 Crushed by industrial garage door 

Aug 8 M 11 Rolled an off-road vehicle he was driving 

April 4 M 16 Shot by brother who was cleaning his gun 
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Farm-related fatalities and injuries  

Summary of agents in the 80 childhood farm-related fatalities in Alberta (1990-2008) 

Agents 

Summary of incidents and agents for reported injuries (all ages) in Alberta (2007 - 2009) 

Agent causing injury 2007 2008 2009
Fire 3 5 2
Chemicals 35 29 19
Tools (includes pitchfork, 
grinder, knife, needles)

74 59 44

Machinery (includes farm-
related ATV incidents)

227 201 144

Other (included drowning, 
flowing grain, augers)

*310 
(66 were two-agent 

incidents)

*261 
(62 were two-agent 

incidents)

*175
(46 were two-agent 

incidents)
Livestock 367 264 194

Totals 1016 819 578

*Note: The total number of agents causing injuries differs from the total number of injuries reported by 
RHAs in the chart below because some of the incidents in the “other” category above are two-agent 
incidents. Visit www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety for further injury details. Additionally, when looking 
at the decrease in the number of injuries, remember 12 fewer hospitals reported to FAMS in 2009 than in 
2008. 

http://www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety
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Farm-related fatalities and injuries  
 

Reported injuries (all ages) in Alberta, by Regional Health Authority (RHA) 
 

RHA # RHA (Name) 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

RHA #1 Chinook Regional 

Health Authority 

428 321 293 250 177 (9/9 reporting) 

6 Capital Health 289 234 287 203 139 (11/11 reporting) 

3 Calgary 128 199 98 78 11 (2/13 reporting) 

5 East Central 202 126 105 95 85 (6/13 reporting) 

4 David Thompson 124 116 54 32 25 (3/17 reporting) 

7  Aspen 109 81 71 73 74 (7/18 reporting) 

2 Palliser 61 71 42 26 21 (1/5 reporting) 

8 Peace Country 12 0 0 0 0 (0/12 reporting) 

9 Northern Lights 0 0 0 0 0 (0/3 reporting) 

 Total reported 

injuries 

1353 1148 950 757 532 (39/95 reporting) 

Note: Not all hospitals report injuries to the Farm Accident Monitoring System (FAMS).  There are 101 hospitals (i.e. 

medical facilities with ER departments) in Alberta.  Reporting is voluntary, and in 2009, only 39 (41%) of the remaining 95 

hospitals reported: twelve fewer hospitals than the previous year. This means the recorded 2009 injury statistics, at very best, 

are a conservative estimate of the actual number of farm-related injuries in Alberta. 

In East Central Alberta, where the Mic Safety Mouse Kids‟ Farm Safety Program is based, the number 

of reported injuries (for all ages) between 2006 and 2009 decreased by 117, with the drop between 2008 

and 2009 alone being ten reported injuries. The number of reported injuries for all ages throughout all 

Alberta between 2005 and 2009 has decreased from 827 injuries from 1353 to 532 or 39.3 per cent. A 

two-year comparison (2008-2009) in southern Alberta (i.e. Chinook, Palliser, and Calgary RHAs, where 

Alberta Farm Safety Centre staff have visited 663 schools with their Safety Scouts program materials) 

shows that 145 fewer injuries were reported. The number of reported injuries in southern Alberta 

decreased from 354 (out of 757, i.e. 46.7 per cent of all reported Alberta farm-related injuries) in 2008, 

to 209 (out of 532, i.e. 39 per cent) in 2009. However, one less hospital reported in 2009 in the East 

Central Health RHA, and two fewer hospitals reported in southern Alberta.  
 

This overall decrease of reported injuries may in part be due to the reduction in the number of hospitals 

reporting farm-related injuries to FAMS. In 2006, there were 51 hospitals out of 95 reporting, whereas 

in 2009 only 39 hospitals reported, and the number of hospitals reporting throughout Alberta has 

decreased by 12 in just the past year.  
 

It is to be hoped that concerted and focused farm safety initiatives have helped raise general safety 

awareness, thereby helping to lower the incidence of injuries. But further research and the careful 

examination of more complete data is necessary before any such conclusions can be drawn. 
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Farm-related fatalities and injuries 
 

Child to adult ratios 

The ratio of child to adult injuries has also decreased in the past three years. It decreased 1.7 per cent 

in 2009. In 2007, 14.3 per cent of the reported injuries (136 out of 950) were sustained by children 

aged 17 or younger, 41 per cent of those children were under age 11. In 2008, 12.4 per cent of the 

reported injuries (94 out of 757) were sustained by children aged 17 or younger, and 35 per cent of 

these incidents involved children under 11 years old. In 2009, 10.7 per cent of the reported injuries 

(57 out of 532) were sustained by children 17 years or younger, and 22.8 per cent of those children 

were under 11 years old. 

 
 

Injury by agent (Alberta, 2009) 
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Farm-related fatalities and injuries 
 

National farm-related fatalities and hospitalizations due to injury (1990-2003) 
 

Ages of children     Number of fatalities Hospitalizations 

1-4  years          96   471 

5-9 years          54   675 

10-14 years          45   742 

15-19 years          79   940 

                          Totals        274 2,828 

 
The national data include incidents involving youths up to age 19, because age of majority differs in 

some provinces and territories. Alberta data only reflects incidents under 17 years of age, because 

18-year-olds are included in the adult statistics. Catherine Isaacs, the former National Coordinator 

and Data Manager for the Canadian Agricultural Injury Surveillance Program (CAISP), stated that 

“according to CAISP data Alberta has the highest death rate nationally for children aged 1 to 9” 

(personal communiqué, May 23, 2009). 

 

In Canada, between 1990 and 2003, a total of 195 children aged 14 years and under died of farm-

related injuries. Another 22 died between 2003 and 2005, an average of 13 children per year over a 

period of 16 years. (CAISP, Kids still at risk on Canadian farms, and Fatal and hospitalized 

agricultural injuries among children and youth in Canada. For further details visit 

http://meds.queensu.ca/~emresrch/caisp/tecrep.html and click on Reports.) CAISP will soon be 

known as “Canadian Agricultural Injury Reporting,” and Colleen Drul with the Alberta Centre for 

Injury Control and Research (ACICR; www.acicr.ualberta.ca; 780 492 9764) will be assuming 

Isaacs‟ duties. 

  

Percentage of farm-related fatalities involving children ages 1-14 across Canada (1990-2005) 

 

 
 

(Source: CAISP) 

 

This graph shows what percentage of farm-related incidents in Canada resulted in the death of 

children. The peak year was 1990, with 26 deaths, or 20 per cent of the total.  That means that one 

out of five farm-related deaths was a child. Fatalities in 1994, 1995, and 1997 were also high.  For 

the first eight years of the surveillance period (1990-1997), the average number of child fatalities per 

year was 17. This dropped to 10 deaths per year for the last eight years of the study.  Reports for 

2006-2008 are not yet available. 
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Marcel Hacault, executive director of the Canadian Agricultural Safety Association (CASA), says 

the only positive thing in this “scary story is that the number of child fatalities dropped” over the 

study period. He adds, “The numbers show an improving safety situation for our kids on the farms, 

but surely everyone‟s goal is zero.” For the complete report, Agricultural Fatalities in Canada 

1990-2005, go to www.casa-acsa.ca. 
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911 HELP Sheet 

 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cut line 

  911 HELP Sheet instructions:  

 Fill in the details (phone number, name, address or legal land description and/or range 

road address, and contact number) on the HELP Sheets. Make enough copies for every 

telephone. 

 Highlight the 9 and 1 in red on every phone to which the child has access. (Young 
children sometimes confuse the 6 and 9, so if the 9 is highlighted it helps eliminate that 

possibility.)  
 Help the child learn to read and/or memorize the numbers and letters of his or her 

address, legal land description and/or range road address. 

 Make photocopies and tape the completed 911 HELP Sheet on or beside every phone. 

Make sure the child has easy access to them in numerous spots around the yard and 

farm. Shrink the Sheet to fit cell phones.   

 Frequently role-play and practice calling 911 using a disconnected or toy phone, so that 
the child remembers the following procedure: 

o Give your phone number, the name of who owns the farm (the call centre can use 

this in locating the farm), and the address (house number and street if in town, and 

the legal land description and/or range road address if in the country).  

o Describe the emergency (e.g. entanglement, equipment run-over, fire, fall, 

chemical spill, injury by animal, etc.), and tell where it happened (behind the 

sheds, at the dugout, etc.). 

 STAY ON THE PHONE UNTIL HELP ARRIVES. If someone else needs to be 
notified, give the 911 operator the contact number on the bottom line. The operator will 

call them, so that you can stay on the phone with the 911 operator until help arrives.  
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911 HELP Sheet 
 

Shortened instructions for the back of the 911 HELP Sheet 

 

 

 

 Give your phone number, the name of who 
owns the farm, and the address (legal land 

description or range road address). 

 Describe the emergency (e.g. entanglement, 

equipment run-over, fire, fall, chemical spill, 

injury by animal, etc.) and tell where it 

happened (behind the barn, at the dugout, etc.) 

 If you need to notify someone else, give the 
operator their name and number, and let the 

operator make the call so you can stay on the 

phone until help arrives. 

 Stay on the phone until help arrives. 
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Additional resources 

 
1.  Be wary of insect bites and stings (Gemplers‟ Tailgate Training Tip Sheet – No. 63, 1998) and 

Safety in the bee yard (Tom Hegan) 

 

2. Bic fire safety kit “Play safe! Be safe!” (www.playsafebesafe.com or 585 264 0804) 

 

3. CASA safety tool/demonstration kits: Gravity flow grain wagon display; PTO display; chemical 

look-alike display (at no fee, just return shipping cost; 204 452 2272) 

 

4. Creating safety play areas on farms (2
nd

 ed. 2004) available from the Farm Safety Association 

(www.farmsafety.com)  

 

5. Every time…every ride… 4-H video (www.4h.wsu.edu/foundation)  

 

6.  Farm safety for children ages 6-12 video (source: www.abfarmsafety.com Alberta Farm Safety 

Centre) 

 

7. Fence the kids’ play area (D. Wreford, “Safety Tips,” Grainnews) 

 

8. First aid courses (St. John Ambulance www.stjohn.ab.ca 800 665 7114; Red Cross 888 307 

7997) 

 

9. Garden and plant safety (sources: Kids’ care, Canadian Pediatric Society; April 1993; “Garden 

Safety: Plants/Equipment,” Parents, June 1996; www.cooperators.ca/pdf) 

 

10. Grain photos (21 different grains) at http://grainscanada.gc.ca/grainsc-cgrains/gcpg-gpgc-

eng.htm  

 

11. Grow up with safety classroom resources, grades 1-9 (Lisa Shearer, Saskatchewan Labour 

Education Consultant, www.labour.gov.sk.ca/GUWS; 306 787 9879) 

 

12. Play pack  

 

13. PLAYSAFE and PLAYSAFE II: Don’t let it happen to you videos/DVDs (The War Amps 

National Headquarters, 2827 Riverside Dr. Ottawa, ON, K1V 0C4) 

 

14. Practicing Traffic Safety with Kids (“Crossing railway tracks” and “Walking on and crossing 

rural roads,” Kidestrians, Toronto, ON: Canadian Tire Child Protection Foundation) 

 

15. Ready for safety video (1995, John Deere dealerships) 

 

16. Safe Kids Canada resources (www.safekidscanada.ca; Children’s Rural Safety; Got wheels? 

Get a helmet!; Safety at Railway Crossings; etc.)  

 

17. Safety City Farm Safety Program teaches children ages 6-12 how to “Aim for Safety” 

(A=assess the situation; I=identify the hazard; M=manage behaviour) www.safetycity.ca  

 

 

 

 

http://www.playsafebesafe.com/
http://www.farmsafety.com/
http://www.4h.wsu.edu/foundation
http://www.abfarmsafety.com/
http://www.stjohn.ab.ca/
http://www.cooperators.ca/pdf
http://grainscanada.gc.ca/grainsc-cgrains/gcpg-gpgc-eng.htm
http://grainscanada.gc.ca/grainsc-cgrains/gcpg-gpgc-eng.htm
http://www.labour.gov.sk.ca/GUWS
http://www.safekidscanada.ca/
http://www.safetycity.ca/
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18. “Safety Up! – On Play Areas for Children” (www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety and click on Farm 

Home Safety Fact Sheets)  

 

19. Tips for the ATV rider,  It’s no accident that Tommy lost control of his mom’s ATV, and an 

Adventure Trail activity book and DVD are available from Tony at the Canadian Off-Highway 

Distributors Council (ttraintafillou@cohv.ca) 

 

20. For Safety Smarts booklets for K-6 and the DVD Farm safety for children ages 6-12, contact 

Laura Nelson at the Alberta Farm Safety Centre (safetyctr@abfarmsafety.com or 403 752 

4584) 

 

21. “School is Cool,” Mary Meyer school bus puppet with three children finger puppets that fit 

inside the bus (source: www.kidlog.com; Baby Love in Camrose Alberta; 780 672 1763) 

 

22. Trained and ready: A guide to making your own first aid kit (originally from Alberta 

Agriculture Farm Safety Program, www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety)  

 

23. Water Safety (Canadian Child Care Federation Fact Sheet #28), and Warning!  Parents – Watch 

your children! 
 

24.  When can my child ride a horse? (American Medical Equestrian Association, 

www.equinelawsafety.org/amea/amea.htm) 

 

25. “Why are some play areas NOT safe?” (www.safekidscanada.ca; Creating safe play areas on 

farms, p. 6)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety
mailto:ttraintafillou@cohv.ca
mailto:safetyctr@abfarmsafety.com
http://www.kidlog.com/
http://www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety
http://www.equinelawsafety.org/amea/amea.htm
http://www.safekidscanada.ca/
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1. Be wary of insect bites and stings (Gemplers’ Tailgate Training Tip Sheet – No. 63, 1998)  
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1. Safety in the bee yard (Tom Hegan, Windfield, AB) 

 

SAFETY IN THE BEE YARD 
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7. Fence the kids’ play area (D. Wreford, “Safety Tip”, Grainews) 

 

You‟ve probably said it yourself – a farm is THE place to raise kids. All the open space. All the 

fresh air. All those machines, animals, chemicals, dugouts, confined spaces, and over-busy moms 

and dads. 

 

Sure a Canadian farm can be a great place to grow up. But from 1990 to 2005, over 200 children lost 

their chance. Data from the Canadian Agricultural Surveillance Program (CAISP) show 217 

agricultural fatalities among children and youth aged 14 and under for the 16-year period. Almost 

half of these children were under five years old, and three out of four were boys. 

 

There‟s much to do. But the good news is there‟s a growing number of parents and community 

members who are working harder than ever to keep farm kids safe. Many more parents are 

supervising their pre-schoolers closely and constantly whenever they are outside the farm home, and 

more often, they‟re keeping their kids safe within safe fenced-in play areas. 

 

More communities are voluntarily working together to provide effective farm safety education for 

young people, in particular through Progressive Agriculture Safety Days that CASA coordinates 

across the country. There is one more Safety Day on the prairies this summer (August 14
th

 in 

Fairview, Alberta), eastern Canada has a few more. For the complete list of Safety Days visit 

www.casa-acsa.ca/english/safetydays.html.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.casa-acsa.ca/english/safetydays.html
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9.  Garden and plant safety (sources: Kids’ care, Canadian Pediatric Society; April 1993; “Garden 

Safety: Plants/Equipment,” Parents, June 1996; www.cooperators.ca/pdf)  

 

Plants are high on the list of causes for accidental poisonings. Schneider (“Garden Safety: 

Plants/Equipment” Parents, June 1996) reported that in 1994, the American Association of Poison 

Control Centers received more than 76,000 calls about possible plant poisonings for children ages 

five and under. (We were unable to find comparable Canadian statistics on the number of childhood 

plant-related poisonings.) 

 

Doctors or poison control centre personnel sometimes advise the use of ipecac syrup to induce 

vomiting in certain circumstances, so it is advisable to keep at least one ounce on hand in a (locked) 

medicine chest. But never give ipecac syrup without first consulting poison control or a doctor.  

 

If you suspect a child has eaten a poisonous plant: 

 check his/her mouth, face, fingers, clothes, and under the fingernails for telltale signs of the 

plant. 

 remove any particles from the mouth and try to identify what was eaten. 

 call the poison control centre or doctor before treating a possible poisoning, and follow their 
instructions.  

If taking the child to the nearest hospital emergency room, be sure to take a sample of the plant 

along for identification. 

 

It is important to keep poisonous plants out of children‟s reach, and to teach them at an early age not 

to eat growing plants. This is especially true of plants they recognize as food, such as mushrooms, 

potatoes, tomatoes, and rhubarb. Some wild mushrooms can be fatal if eaten. They can also cause 

vomiting, diarrhea, hallucinations, seizures, and/or liver failure. So teach children never to eat an 

outdoor mushroom. Potato sprouts, leaves, stems, and blossoms cause nausea and vomiting; tomato 

leaves and vines cause nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. 

 

Common flowers (or parts of them) are also harmful if eaten. For example, eating amaryllis, 

daffodil, crocus, and hyacinth bulbs causes stomach cramps, vomiting, and diarrhea. The entire iris 

plant causes nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, and eating lily of the valley plants can cause “heart 

irregularities.”  

 

Sap from tulip stems, amaryllis plants, tomato plant vines, and rhubarb leaves can irritate lips and 

skin, causing redness and pain. If a child has come into contact with any of these, flush the affected 

area with cool water for 10 to 15 minutes, and call poison control. 

 

Garden tools, equipment, and machinery also present dangers for young children. Keep young 

children away from sharp, pointed garden tools, mowers, rotor-tillers, weed-whippers, and the like, 

because even by-standers can be cut, blinded, or injured by blades, flying stones, and debris. As they 

mature train them to use garden tools safely. (For further garden safety cautions and additional 

information regarding the safe use of mowers, cargo carriers, and utility vehicles, see the 

supplementary sheets included with Fact/Resource Sheet #5 in the ON THE FARM with Mic Safety 

Mouse: Playing Safely Resource Package.)  

 

Appropriate clothing must be worn (e.g. long pants, gloves, steel-toed boots, etc.) when using 

garden tools and operating motorized equipment.  

 

http://www.cooperators.ca/pdf
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12. Play pack  

 

The following activities reinforce farm safety concepts presented in the previous Mic Safety 

materials, reproduced and adapted from: 

 Alberta Agriculture Farm Safety Program materials (It’s up to me! and Cow Trouble,  

Alberta Agriculture, Food and Rural Development, 1994-1995) 

 Farm safety fun style! (Farm safety 4 just kids) 

 How to develop your own farm safety program (Leithead, 1998) 

 Nero and Ashcan on the farm (Manitoba Labour) 

 Peanut Butter & Jelly Math (2005, Floral Park, NY: CB Publishing) 

 Safety is number 1 (Wawanesa Activity Book, 1994) 

 

A. Animal mother maze 

B. Board game 

C. Check it out! 

D. Draw your own tractor 

E. Electrical safety 

F. Fill in the blanks 

G. Secret code safety messages 

H. Hidden picture 

I. Cow Trouble and It’s up to me! 

J. Safe/unsafe labels 

K. Safety Sandwich game 

L. Safety search 

M. Stay away maze 

N. Make a postage stamp 

O. Word scramble 

P. Picture this! 
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12. Play pack  

A. Animal mother maze 

 

Can you complete this maze for the farmer who is helping these baby animals at Mic‟s farm find 

their mothers? 

 

 

“Never play inside corrals or animal pens.  Only go into an animal pen with a 

supervising adult.” 
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12. Play pack  

A. Animal mother maze answer 
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12. Play pack 

B. Board game 
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12. Play pack 

C. Check it out! (adapted from Nero and Ashcan on the farm, Manitoba Labour) 
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12. Play pack 

C. Answers to “Check it out!” 

 

1. The tractor is going too fast in the farmyard, and the driver is not watching where he is going. 

2. A boy is riding on the fender.  NO RIDERS allowed! 

3. A man is smoking near the gasoline tanks.  This could cause a fire or explosion. 

4. The loader bucket should be down while the tractor is stopped. 

5. Chemical containers are spilling into the pond. 

6. A child is playing unsupervised in the pond. 

7. The man pouring chemicals into the sprayer tank is not using a funnel, and is spilling the 

chemicals. 

8. That same man should be wearing protective gear (gloves, coveralls, a respirator and goggles) 

when handling chemicals.   

9. The man lifting the bales should be bending his knees, to put less strain on his back. 

10. The PTO should have a shield on it. 

11. A man is working too close to the PTO, and is wearing a long, loose coat that could get 

caught in it. 

12. The child should not be riding the bale elevator. 

13. Machinery is too close to the power wires. 

14. A man on the barn is dropping boards on someone below. 

15. The ladder is set too steeply. 

16. There are broken rungs on the ladder. 

17. The man climbing the ladder has both hands full, so he can‟t hold on. 

18. A lightning rod ground wire is broken, so the barn is not protected from a lightning strike. 

19. The bull should be contained in a sturdy corral. 

20. A child should not be leading the bull. 
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12. Play pack  

D.  Draw your own tractor 

 

ROPS means “Roll Over Protective Structure.”  This protects the driver if the tractor rolls over. 
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12. Play pack 

E. Electrical safety 
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12. Play pack  

E. Electrical safety answers 
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Additional resources  

 
12. Play pack 

F. Fill in the blanks 
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12. Play pack  

F. Fill in the blanks answers 
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12. Play pack 

G. Secret code safety messages 
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12. Play pack 

G. Secret code safety messages answers 
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12. Play pack 

H. Hidden picture 
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12. Play pack 

H. Hidden picture answer 
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12. Play pack 

I.  Cow trouble and It’s up to me!  (adapted from “Cow Trouble” in It’s up to ME! 1994-1995, 

Alberta Agriculture, Food and Rural Development) 

 

Read the cartoon, and fill in what you think Tracey is saying in the four panels below. 
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12. Play pack 

I. Cow trouble and It’s up to me! cont. 
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12. Play pack 

I. Cow trouble and It’s up to me! cont. 
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12. Play pack  

I. Cow trouble and It’s up to me! cont. 
 

In the Cow Trouble  cartoon, Valerie points out that safety is not just an “adult job,” and says that 

kids can do “lots of things” to keep themselves and others safe. Valerie encourages Tracey to “make 

a sign” warning people that a cow protecting her calf is dangerous, and tells Tracey, “It‟s up to 

you!” 

 

Look at the two sample “sign” pages that follow. The Alberta Agriculture page asks and answers 

the question, “Who is responsible for farm safety?” The Mic Safety page asks and answers, “Who 

has to make sure I am safe?” 

 

Colour the fences on each page, and fold “A” to meet “B”. The fence provides the same answer to 

both questions. 

 

No one can supervise you every minute of every day, so you must take responsibility for your own 

safety, and make safe choices, whether it is around farm animals, machinery, flowing grain, 

chemicals or other hazards. What are some ways you can make sure you are safe on the farm? 

 

Create some safety signs to help remind you to be safe. 
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12. Play pack 

I. Cow trouble and It’s up to me! cont. 
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12. Play pack 

I. Cow trouble and It’s up to me! cont. 
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12. Play pack 

J. Safe/unsafe labels 

 

Photocopy enough of the stars and cross-out labels for the size of your group (see the back of this 

page). Have the children cut them apart and use them to label illustrations in agri-related magazines, 

children‟s books, or previous Mic Resource Packages. Use the stars to indicate situations that are 

safe, and the cross-out labels for scenarios that are risky or dangerous. 

 

Have the children create their own farm safety scenes and label those, too. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game (adapted from Peanut Butter & Jelly Math, 2004, Floral Park, NY: CB 

Publishing) 

 

Focus: to review farm safety tips  

 

You will need: Set up: 

For each group of two to four players: a deck of 

Safety Sandwich question cards; dice; a copy of 

the rules. 

Place the materials at each table. 

Group leader to explain the game; one adult 

volunteer per table. 

Assign one volunteer to each table. 

 

Procedure: 

 Ahead of time, photocopy enough cards on cardstock (OR copy on paper and paste onto foam 

shapes) to accommodate the size of your group.  Children can make additional cards to 

supplement the samples provided. 

 Explain the game to the volunteers before the children arrive (see game rules below). 

 Have the instructor/leader review the game rules with the children after they are settled at the 
tables.  (Two to four players can play at each table at one time.) 

 

Game Rules: 

 Sort the cards into bread, jelly, and peanut butter piles.  Place them questions up, so the answers 

are hidden. 

 Roll the dice to determine the order of play; the player with the highest roll gets asked the first 
question. 

 The person to the right draws a card from the bread pile and asks the question. 

 When players answer the question correctly they keep that card to build their sandwich.  On 
their next turn they choose a “peanut butter” or “jelly” card. 

 If the answer is incorrect, the player reads out the correct answer to that question and returns the 

card to the bottom of the pile. 

 Play proceeds to the left, with the next person (to the right) reading out the new question. 

 The game ends when the players have a complete sandwich. 
 

Links to curriculum and/or life: 

Math, Social Studies, Language Arts, Music, Physical Education 

Mic‟s Safety Sandwich game was inspired by a Peanut Butter & Jelly math game (2005, Floral Park, 

NY: CB Publishing), which provided addition and subtraction problems that the players solved to 

build their sandwiches. The sample math game sheet included here allows you and the children to 

fill in math problems. Creating and asking questions related to Social Studies, Language Arts, 

Music, or Phys Ed turns this game into a cross-curricular, multi-purpose game. 
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12. Play pack 

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 

Photocopy these cards on cardstock.  They can be laminated before cutting them out to make a  

deck of cards. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack 

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack 

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack 

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack 

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack  

K. Safety Sandwich game cont. 
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12. Play pack   

K. Safety Sandwich card game cont. 

 

Sample math game sheet 

Add more math problems, and/or have the children create their own math problems to solve.   

 

Make enough copies of a master answer sheet so that each group of players has an answer sheet.  

Photocopy enough of the bread, peanut butter, and jelly shapes so that each player can build 

sandwiches with the cards. 

 

Here’s how to play: 

 Shuffle the card shapes and place in one stack. 

 Place all the game pieces on the first square. 

 Each player rolls the dice.  The player with the highest roll goes first by trying to answer the 
first math problem.  The player to the right takes the answer sheet and checks to see whether 

their answer is correct. 

 If correct, the player moves one space ahead, and takes a sandwich card from the top of the 

pile.  If the answer is not correct, the player remains on the space and tries again with a new 

question in the next round. 

 Play proceeds to the left. 

 The top shape card may not always be the one needed, but the game continues until each 
player has a complete “sandwich.”  Each sandwich needs two bread slices, one peanut butter, 

and one jelly-shaped card. 

 The first player to build a complete sandwich wins. 
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12. Play pack   

K. Safety Sandwich card game 

 

Sample math game sheet cont. 
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12. Play pack   

K. Safety Sandwich card game 

 

Sample math game sheet cont. 
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12. Play pack 

L.  Safety search 

 

This page contains some important symbols and signs. Knowing and understanding these could save 

a life. 

 

 
 

On the back of this page, draw your own symbols or signs that will help you be safe on the farm.  
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12. Play pack  

M. Stay away maze 
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12. Play pack 

M. Stay away maze answers 
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12. Play pack 

N. Make a postage stamp 

 

 
 
 

Start by making a list of the safe play activities in ON THE FARM with Mic Safety Mouse: Playing 

Safely.  Make different stamps.  Each stamp could show another safe play activity, until you have a 
whole stamp collection. 
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12. Play pack 

O. Word scramble 
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12. Play pack  

P. Picture this! 

 

Draw a picture of you playing safely behind this fence. 
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14. Practicing Traffic Safety with Kids 

 “Crossing railway tracks” and “Walking on and crossing rural roads”   

 (Kidestrians, Toronto, ON: Canadian Tire Child Protection Foundation)  
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14. Practicing Traffic Safety with Kids cont. 

 “Crossing railway tracks” and “Walking on and crossing rural roads”   

 (Kidestrians, Toronto, ON: Canadian Tire Child Protection Foundation)  
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14. Practicing Traffic Safety with Kids cont. 

 “Crossing railway tracks” and “Walking on and crossing rural roads”   

 (Kidestrians, Toronto, ON: Canadian Tire Child Protection Foundation)  
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16. Safe Kids Canada resources 

 Children’s Rural Safety  
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16. Safe Kids Canada resources 

 Got Wheels?  Get a Helmet! 
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16. Safe Kids Canada resources 

 Safety at Railway Crossings 
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22. Trained and Ready: A guide to making your own first aid kit (Alberta Agriculture Farm Safety 

Program, www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety)  

 

 

http://www.agriculture.alberta.ca/farmsafety
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23. Water Safety and Warning!  Parents – Watch your children! 

 (also see Safety Up – On Water Hazards at www.agriculture.alberta.ca/firesafety and click on  

 Farm Home Safety Fact Sheets) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.agriculture.alberta.ca/firesafety
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23.  Water Safety and Warning!  Parents – Watch your children! cont. 

 

This sign, showing basic life support, was posted at a public swimming pool. 
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24.   When can my child ride a horse? American Medical Equestrian Association 

(www.equinelawsafety.org/amea/amea.htm)  

 

 
 

http://www.equinelawsafety.org/amea/amea.htm
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25. Why are some play areas NOT safe? (Creating Safe Play Areas on Farms, SafeKids Canada, p. 

6) 
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Word search: “Who has to make sure I am safe?” 

 
Find and circle the following words.  They can be spelled up, down, diagonally, or backwards. 

 

auger, babysitter, baler, bike, combine, cow, dad, dog, escape, fence, firemen, friends, family, fly, 

helmet, horse, kite, machinery, matches, me, men, mom, never, nurse, play, police, pretend, PTO, 

ride, run, swather, swim, teacher, tractor, truck, yard 

 

In answer to the question “Who has to make sure I am safe?”, ME appears many times.  Highlight 

every ME you can find.  How many times can you find ME in this word search? (Hint: ME can be 

spelled up, down, or backwards too.) 

 

How many did you find? ______ 

 

ME is the perfect answer to the question “Who has to make sure I am safe?” because no one else 

can watch you all the time, and make sure you are always safe.  You are responsible for your own 

safety. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F R D A D B P E C N E F N M 

R D O C T O R C O M B I N E 

I R G B T E A C H E R R E W 

E U P I H M E L F L Y E V G 

N N O K A U G E R E F M E H 

D X L E A T E M O M E E R E 

S J I M B C R I D E S N Q L 

I O C F A M I L Y K S F N M 

Y M E W B H O R S E W D U E 

M E P U Y M O M E J A C R T 

E P A C S E M E N P T O S F 

M A C H I N E R Y A H K E Y 

B C O W T R U C K M E I Z A 

S W I M T R A C T O R T S R 

W B A L E R U P R E T E N D 

P L A Y R E M A T C H E S A 
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Word search: “Who has to make sure I am safe?”  

 

ANSWERS 
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Mic’s bus card 
 

Teachers/Parents/Guardians please discuss what the child is to do if (s)he misses the bus. Help the 

child fill in the blanks on this bus card, and then make three copies. Have the child keep one card in 

his/her backpack or pocket. Leave one copy in the school office, and put one card by the phone at 

home (in case the child loses his/her backpack). 

 

Bus or route number  __________________ Bus driver‟s name ______________________ 

School phone number _________________ Teacher‟s name _________________________ 

Parents‟ number(s) ________________________;   _____________________ 

Alternative contact number  ________________________________ 

The agreed-on safe meeting place outside the school is _______________________________. 

Agreed-on safe place at home is back in the house or __________________________________. 

 

Mic says: “Know and keep out of the danger zone! The driver can‟t see you in this area, so stay 

out of it. If you can touch the bus, you are too close.”  

 

 
 

Mic’s bus rules  

1. Always dress for the weather, and get to the bus stop a few minutes early.  

2.  Stand two metres off the road, where the bus driver can see you. 

3.  When the bus stops completely, and the door opens, enter single file, using the handrail.  (No 

pushing or shoving; a person who falls could end up under the bus wheels.) 

4.  Take your seat and stay seated until the bus stops completely to let you get off. 

5.   Sit facing forward; do not throw anything inside the bus, or out of the bus window. 

6.  Talk quietly; no shouting. Too much noise will distract your driver.  

7.  Be absolutely quiet at railroad crossings so the bus driver can hear if a train is coming. 

8.  Keep your head, arms, and hands inside the bus windows at all times.  

9.  Always follow the bus driver‟s instructions. 

10.  When getting off the bus, walk a safe distance away from the bus, outside the danger zone, so 

the driver can see you and know you are out of danger. 

11.  If you must cross the road/street in front of the bus, make sure the driver sees you.  Wait until 

(s)he gives you the signal to cross. Look both ways. Cross the road at least three metres in 

front of the bus. Walk, looking both ways.  Do not run. 

12.  If you miss the bus, go back into the house or school (or to the nearest phone) and use your 

bus card contact numbers to call for help.   

13. Call 911 if you cannot reach any of your contacts for a ride. NEVER take a ride from a 

stranger.  

 

 



Appendix E 

Mic’s bus card (side one) 
 

Mic‟s Bus Card was inspired by and adapted from Alberta Infrastructure‟s Traffic Safety Initiative; 

“School Bus Safety” (Focus on Flagstaff, October 2006); “Staying safe on and off the school bus” 

(The Community Press Back to School Supplement, August 21, 2007); and “Stay safe on the bus” 

(KeepSafe, 1998-2001, p. 7).  
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Mic’s bus card (side two) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix F 

Puppets and their impact 

 
The Mic Safety Kids‟ Farm Safety Program activities often incorporate farm puppets. We use 

puppets to engage children in learning, often teaching them far more than can be learned from books 

or lectures. For example, the Mary Meyer bus puppet is an excellent teaching aid for creating school 

bus safety scenarios with the children. The Mic and City Mouse puppets included in this final 

Resource Package are from the same source as the bus puppet (Baby Love in Camrose Alberta; 780 

672 1763; www.kidalog.com).  

 

Longtime educator and puppeteer Marshall Wynnychuk explains how he fused puppetry with 

learning in his teaching career. He states that he used puppets “to teach subject material,” having 

students make the puppets, write the scripts, and perform the plays, “which encompassed everything 

from stories out of the readers to the Canadian explorers [they] were studying.” He continues by 

saying he “was amazed at the effect the puppets had on the students, especially the problem 

students,” that their “knowledge retention improved dramatically,” and that “students would spend 

extra time researching and writing the story for the puppet show.”  He points out that “most students 

might re-write the script as many times as it took to get it right,” and “that they did it without me 

having to tell them.” Furthermore, those “problem kids” entrusted to him “always improved and 

actually began enjoying school,” and parents would report the year to be “the best year their child 

had ever had.” 

 

Wynnychuk produced an educational series for children, aired on CBC television between 1966 and 

1972, that was recognized by the Puppeteers of America as the “first educational TV show in 

Canada to use a puppet.” Jim Henson, the legendary Sesame Street puppeteer, upon meeting 

Wynnychuk, paid him tribute by saying, “Your puppets are doers, mine are real yappers!”  

 

Puppets were a major part of Wynnychuk‟s life since childhood, when at age eight, he received a 

plaster-of-paris puppet named Monko. Wynnychuk maintains that puppets also influenced the lives 

of his students by increasing their learning. Overall, he claims, “the children worked harder for them 

[the puppets] than they ever would have for me.” (University of Alberta Alumni magazine, The 

Orange, 2006, volume 8, #2, p. 5).  

 

The following patterns show children how to create their own Mic Safety Mouse puppets. They can 

use these to tell safety stories and reinforce the farm safety concepts they are learning. Puppets help 

the children practice and demonstrate their understanding (and working knowledge) of safety as it 

relates to their farm environment. The puppets also allow the children to creatively indicate what 

they are learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kidalog.com/


Appendix F 

Patterns and instructions for Mic Safety Mouse puppets 
 

To create Mic Safety Mouse puppets, cut two sets of mouse ears (Sketch 1) from stiff paper or 

cardboard.  Paint or colour them grey.  Make City Mouse‟s round inner ear pink, and use a dull 

orange colour for Mic‟s hairy (jagged) inner ear. 

 

Sketch 1 

 
 

 

Sketch 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let the paint or marker dry. Slide the ears under and between your fingers as shown in Sketch 2. 

Slip one ear between your forefinger and the second finger, and the other ear between your 

third/ring finger and pinky finger. Add eyes and a nose (see Sketch 2) using washable markers or 

sticky paper. Give Mic eyelashes, and your mouse puppets are ready to act out Mic‟s safety story.  

 

You can use your thumb and pinky finger as front paws to pick up props (e.g. to carry City Mouse‟s 
suitcase; hold a playing card) or point to things (e.g. the yellow “pesticide applied” sign).



Appendix F 

Patterns and instructions for Mic Safety Mouse puppets cont. 

 
Sketch 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Another way to create Mic Safety 

Mouse puppets is by using felt to make 

a flat mouse that slips onto one finger. 

 

This pattern shows the shape of the 

mouse, the ears, and marking details. 

Attach the tail to the bottom of the 

mouse. If you are making Mic, give the 

mouse eyelashes and peachy-coloured 

furry ears. City Mouse has pink ears 

and no eyelashes. (Because this pattern 

shows only the mouse‟s back, you 

cannot see City Mouse‟s pink 

underbelly.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix G 

Quad/ATV safety information 
 

Excerpt from:   All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) Injuries in Alberta Data Summary Report (Alberta 

Centre for Injury Control & Research [ACICR] www.acicr.ualberta.ca); and ON THE FARM: 

Machinery Safety with Mic Safety Mouse Fact/Resource Sheet #7. 
 

Did you know?  

 In western Canada, between 1991 and 1995, five out of 25 (25 percent) of childhood farm-
related fatalities (children aged five to 15) were due to ATVs. 

 In Alberta, ATVs are the leading cause of sport-related fatalities (CBC, June 21, 2007).  

 There were 81 ATV-related deaths between 2002 and 2007.  Of those, 64 percent were not 

wearing helmets, and 19 percent were children under the age of 16.  

 ATV-related deaths are the leading cause of farm-related fatalities in New Zealand  
 (www.acc.ca.nz  and click on the “rural safety”). 

 Two of the seven childhood fatalities in 2006, in Alberta, were ATV-related (one child was 10 
years old and the other was 17 years old).  In August 2007, in a ATV collision, one 14-year-old 

was killed, and another 14-year-old was hospitalized.  In 2008, two of the eight childhood 

fatalities were caused by ATVs. 

 In 2006, there were 632 ATV-related hospital admissions in Alberta.  Between 2003 and 2006, 
ATV-related hospital admissions increased 16 percent. 

 Some people insist that ATV drivers should be at least 16 years old, because “Children younger 

than 16 years old accounted for about 40 per cent of ATV-related injuries from 1985 through 

1994” in the United States (Fact Sheet, Dec. 1995. Children‟s Safety Network, Marshfield, 

WI). 

 In comparison to bicycle data (per 1000 vehicles), “ATV injuries are six times more likely to 
result in hospitalization, and 12 times more likely to result in a fatality” (Fact Sheet, Dec. 1995. 

Children‟s Safety Network, Marshfield, WI). Yet communities and educators focus far more on 

bicycle safety training, the wearing of 

helmets, and such, than we do on the safe 

use of ATVs.  
 

According to the Children‟s Safety 

Network (Marshfield, WI), the rate of 

injury for youths operating an ATV is 

more than double that of operators over 35 

years of age. And “ATV operators under 16 

years, with less than one month of operating 

experience, under five feet in height, and weighing less than 100 

pounds” have substantially increased the risk of injury and death on an 

ATV. Because of the physique, strength, coordination, and driving 

skills needed to handle the vehicle, ATVs are best operated by 

adults. Some ATV manufacturers also warn against excessive 

speed, carrying passengers, and riding on pavement. 
 

A report by the US Consumer Product Safety Commission stated 

that 4541 deaths between 1982 and 2001 were associated with 

ATVs, and that 37 per cent of those involved children under age 16. The Education 

Director for Farm Safety 4 Just Kids warns that ATV operators “must have proper training, proper 

protective equipment, and be able to fully comprehend the machine they are operating,” and further 

recommends that operators refrain from accepting riders. 

 

 

http://www.acicr.ualberta.ca/
http://www.acc.ca.nz/


Appendix G 

Quad/ATV safety information 

 

Excerpt cont.  

 

Mic says: 

 Restrict use to adults. 

 Operating an ATV, quad, snowmobile, and/or motorbike requires mature driving skills 

(e.g.stopping/starting on slopes; riding up/down/across slopes; balance; using gears; cornering 

techniques; shifting body weight; use of the foot rests, etc). 

 However, IF children are operating these, there must be CONSTANT adult supervision and the 
size of the machine must fit the size of the driver.  The Progressive Agricultural Safety Day 

Training Manual suggests engines be under 90cc for 12-15 year-olds. 

 DO NOT ride double.  ATVs are designed for one operator who can shift his/her weight from 
front to rear, or side to side for balance, as needed. 

 Treat ATVs, quads, snowmobiles, and motorbikes as machines that have the potential to cause 
injury. These machines are used for recreation, but are not toys. Always follow safety 

precautions. 

 When used as farm vehicles, use farm equipment rules (e.g. adults only; NO RIDERS).  

 Always wear a helmet, long pants and sleeves, eye protection, gloves, and boots when 
operating an ATV, quad, snowmobile, or motor bike. 

 ATV operators should carry a cell phone (and the 911 HELP information), so they can call for 
help if they need it. 

 Only ride on approved trails. It is illegal and dangerous to ride on railway property or roads, or 

to trespass on other people‟s property.  

 Understand that night and weather conditions reduce visibility, making it difficult to see 
obstacles, and therefore greatly increase the risks. 

 To always be safe, treat these machines as off-limits. They should only be operated by an adult 
who has completed a safety course, and is wearing an approved helmet and proper protective 

gear. 

 
ACICR injury prevention tips: 

1. Restrict ATV use to persons aged 16 and older. Younger persons don‟t have the strength or 

skills to handle an ATV properly. 

2. Only allow a passenger if the ATV is designed to carry a passenger. A passenger can upset the 

balance of the ATV.  Do not allow children younger than 16 to ride as passengers. 

3. Wear an approved ATV or motorcycle helmet, eye protection, appropriate footwear and 

clothing. 

4. Drive sober. 

5. Take an approved training course. 

 

Additional resources: 

 Alberta Safety Council (800 301 6407) has certified ATV course instructors for children (ages 
6-11 and 12-15).  These courses run six to eight hours, and cost approximately $100. 

 Visit the ATV Safety Institute website (www.atvsafety.org and click on Information Sheets) for 
ATV safety tips. 

 Tips for the ATV Rider, the brochure It’s no accident that Tommy lost control of his mom’s 

ATV, and the Adventure Trail DVD and activity book are available from Tony at the Canadian  
Off-Highway Vehicle Distributors Council (ttriantafillou@cohv.ca). 

 

 

http://www.atvsafety.org/
mailto:ttriantafillou@cohv.ca


Appendix H 

Book lists 

 

The first book list (Farm safety-related books) contains material that can be adapted to help teach 

farm safety. For example, when using P. Hutchins‟ book Little Pink Pig (1994. New York: Green 

Willow Books) with K-2, we use pig puppets and talk about how Little Pink Pig is always having 

“accidents.” We ask, “Is he being safe?” and we encourage children to think safety all the time on 

the farm. Alberta Pork Producers has, in the past, given us little pink plastic pigs to give to each 

child. The first time we used the piglets, we made some random follow-up calls two weeks later. 

We found retention and internalization of safety concepts to be high. One mother told us her child 

was still carrying that little pig around, and telling everyone to “Be safe!” Even very young children 

can retain and internalize safety messages, thereby making them part of their daily behaviour.  

 

Not all of the listed books lend themselves so easily to incorporating farm safety concepts, but a 

farm setting often sparks conversations about what is and isn‟t safe. When we encounter unsafe or 

risky practices in the books, such as the toddler taking on the bull in Vaage‟s Bibi and the Bull 

(1995. Edmonton, AB: Dragon Hill Pub.), we place a clear plastic sheet with a big red X on the 

unsafe pages as we read them. Or when reading City Boys in Jean Little‟s What will the Robin do 

then? (1998. Toronto, ON: Penguin Books), we talk about whether it was safe for David to answer 

the knock at the door, when the kids ended up home alone. 

 

An imaginative approach is helpful when storying. We have used puppets with The Three Little 

Pigs (J. Marshall 1989; M. Zemach 1988) and had the children help the pigs call 911 when the wolf 

arrives. Almost any farm-related book can be turned into a safety activity by incorporating calling 

911, and having the children role-play/practice calling 911 (using phones donated by various phone 

stores).  We send home the 911 HELP Sheets and/or magnets to attach to every phone at home (see 

Appendix B).  

 

Peter Rabbit (Potter, 2003) was first published more than 100 years ago, and has taught generations 

of children to “obey” their mothers. Have the children compare the instructions Mother Rabbit gave 

her children (“You may go out to play, but be sure to stay out of Mr. McGregor‟s garden”) to 

something their own mother might say (“…but be sure to stay away from the dugout”). You can 

extend this by asking what Mic would say. The children can then write a creative piece, or perform 

a drama or puppet play, about what happens when the character does not follow the mother‟s or 

Mic‟s instructions. 

 

Comparing the various versions of Aesop‟s Town Mouse Country Mouse (Brett; Lefevre; Young; 

etc.) proves engaging, as children compare how dangers and safety rules differ in town and in the 

country. They talk about and decide what is safe and what isn‟t.  Another story that juxtaposes town 

and country from a pig‟s perspective is Jean Little‟s Gruntle Piggle takes off (1996.  Toronto, ON: 

Penguin Books). See if the children notice the illustration that shows a tractor with no roll-over 

protection.   

 

The second list (Farm-related/general interest) provides a range of titles for children to read (and 

read critically). 

 



Appendix H 

Book lists 

 
Farm safety-related books 

The following books are useful when reading critically with a farm safety focus.  Have children find 

examples of, and discuss, the safe and unsafe practices in these books. 

 

Aesop (1963) Aesop’s fables, London, UK: William – Heinemann. (features many farm creatures, 

e.g. “The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse” pp. 112-113; “The Shepherd‟s Boy and the 

Wolf” p. 41) 

 

Bensen, G. and Andrist, P. (1993) Always be careful on the farm, Fargo ND: North Dakota Farm 

Bureau. (for safety story, song, and audio tape; visit www.northdakotafarmbureau and click 

on “Safety ABC”) 

 

Brett, J. (1994) Town Mouse, Country Mouse, New York: Scholastic. 

 

Campbell, J.B. (1994) Farm Babies, Racine, WI: Western Publishing Inc. (shows safe scenarios  

such as a fence between child and horses, adult supervision, etc.) 

 

Civardi, A. (1986) The Farmer; Daisy Field’s busy life, London, UK: Usborne. (illustrations show 

riding unsupervised; kids and dog riding in trailer behind tractor [twice]; kid holding a cow on 

a rope; Percy Plowman asking Billy if he wants “to help;” Billy lifting bales; Billy pushing on 

back end of cow; Billy walking on top railing around pig pen; Billy riding a cow; etc.) 

 

Cole, J. (1996) The magic school bus inside a beehive, New York: Scholastic. (introduce safety 

strategies for around bees) 

 

Dijs, C. (1997) The Little Red Hen, New York, NY: Simon & Schuster. (relate to dangers of 

flowing grain) 

 

Doherty, G. (1998) 1991 things to spot on the farm,London, UK: Usborne.  (illustrations show kids 

in the barn and corral with cows/calves; riding bikes & ATV without helmet; kids play on 

round bales; kids in midst of cattle stampede) 

 

Domanska, J. (1985) Busy Monday morning, Minneapolis, MN: Polanie Club Inc. (This title has 

been reprinted as Down on the Farm, 1992, Houghton Mifflan, Can. Ltd. Both depict a 

youngster with Dad all week: riding in the tractor, in the haybine, on the loaded hay rack, etc.) 

 

Drotleff, D. (illustrator), (1995) The Little Red Hen, St. Petersberg, FL: Willowisp Press.  (relate to 

dangers of flowing grain) 

 

Dunn, J. (1977) The animals of Buttercup Farm, New York: Random House Children‟s Books. 

(riding horse double, without helmets) 

 

Egan, T. (2003) Serious farm, Boston: Houghton Mifflan Co. (tractor without ROPS) 

 

Fletcher, S. (1963) The very best of friends, New York: Western Publishing Co. Inc. (riding horse 

without helmet) 

 

 

 

http://www.northdakotafarmbureau/
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Book lists 
 

Farm safety-related books cont. 

 

Graham, H. (1998) The strongest man this side of Cremona, Red Deer, AB: Red Deer College 

Press.  (powerful story based on fact, but shows child alone facing eight cows) 

 

Guillemette, D. (no date) Watch out! Growing up on a farm, Government of NF/Labrador. (shows 

child in pen with animals) 

 

Hutchins, P. (1994) Little Pink Pig, New York: Green Willow Books. (Pink Pig has accidents) 

 

Hutchins, P. (1968, 1989) Rosie’s walk, New York: Scholastic. (fox does unsafe things) 

 

Kunhardt, E. (1989) I’m going to be a farmer, New York: Scholastic. (kid in tractor, toddler at 

conveyor belt) 

 

Lefevre, A.M. (no date) The city mouse & the country mouse, Toronto, ON: Kate Lily Press. 

 

Leigh, S. (1991) Puzzle Farm, London, UK: Usborne. Pub. Ltd. (shows kids with cows in milking 

parlour and shed; in farmyard between cow and calf; kids pushing calf; kids helping separate 

bulls; kids sitting on barn rafters) 

 

Lewis, K. (1997) Friends, London: Walker Books. (shows kids with geese, and in barn alone) 

 

Little, J. (1998) “City Boys” in What will the robin do then? (pp. 150-163) Toronto, ON: Penguin 

Books. (use to introduce discussions about what age children should learn to do chores, like 

milk cows [by hand], and when children should be left at home on their own) 

 

Little, J. (1996) Gruntle Piggle takes off, Toronto, ON: Penguin Books. (tractor without ROPS) 

 

McQueen, L. (illustrator) (1985) The Little Red Hen, New York: Scholastic. (connect to dangers of 

flowing grain) 

 

McQueen, L. (illustrator) (1994) Pet the baby farm animals, New York: Scholastic. (ask whether it 

is “safe” to pet baby animals) 

 

Miller, R. (2000) I went to the farm, Toronto, ON: Kids Can Press. (child depicted walking a rail; in 

field with donkey, cow, horse, etc.; floating a boat from log across stream, and rafting – both 

unsupervised) 

 

Miller, R.H. (1995) Fun facts about farm equipment, Dyersville, IA: ERTL Co. Inc. (the book ends 

with farm safety tips) 

 

Milne, A.A. (1993) Winnie the Pooh and some bees, New York: Dutton Children‟s Books.  (Pooh‟s 

encounter with bees can lead into establishing safety strategies regarding bees) 

 

Moore, Y. (1994) A prairie year, Montreal, PQ: Tundra Books. (kids in box of grain truck during 

harvest; kids in pig pen with sow and piglets) 
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Book lists 
 

Farm safety-related books cont. 

 

Morck, I. (1996) Tiger’s new cowboy boots, Red Deer, AB: Red Deer College Press. (ask “how old 

should kids be before they participate in adult tasks like herding cattle?”) 

 

Munsch, R. (1989) Pigs, Toronto, On: Annick Press Ltd. (Megan opens pig pen gate and lets the 

pigs out) 

 

Noble, T.H. (1980) The day Jimmy’s boa ate the wash, New York: Dial Press. (bus trip; farmer on 

tractor with no seat belt and without ROPS; kids in pig pen) 

 

Nodset, J.L. (1963) Who took the farmer’s hat, New York: Harper Collins. (sun protection) 

 

Paulson, D. (1997) Tractor trouble, Edmonton, AB: Donahue House Publications. (text stresses 

safety, but illustrations depict a kid running in front of a tractor and playing on the tractor; and 

kids are left alone while parents do chores) 

 

Peck, R.N. (1977) Trig, New York: Dell Publishing Co. (chapter book with many unsafe scenarios.  

For example, illustrations of the “57-pound” child face to face with a “mean boar,” and 

tickling a cow‟s face and whispering in its ear. Trig herds cattle and secures them into their 

milking stalls by herself. Her uncle gives her a “Junior G-man machine gun” as a surprise.  

When she uses it, she says, “Closing my eyes, using three fingers I pulled…my ears near to 

busted… What a kick…like it‟s alive.” She decides to call herself “Trig,” and decides she is 

going to shoot somebody. The gun is never referred to as a toy, and one illustration shows 

Aunt Augusta, who “hated” the gun, grabbing the barrel as she wrestles with two youngsters 

who have it pointed at her stomach.) 

 

Reynolds, M. (1994) A dog for a friend, Victoria, BC: Orca Book Pub. (discuss safety of riding a 

pig, and lying in a haystack) 

 

Richards, N.W. (1987) Farmer Joe Baby-sits, New York: Scholastic. (unsafe hayloft scene) 

 

Richards, N.W. (1987) Farmer Joe’s Hot Day, Richmond Hill, ON: Scholastic Canada Ltd.  (tractor 

with no ROPS on cover and three times inside) 

 

Seuling, B. Stay safe, play safe, a book about safety rules, New York: Western Publishing Co. Inc. 

(covers all sorts of safety for young children) 

 

Tree Toys. (1999) My day at the farm with Lizzie, NSW: Tree Toys Ltd. (unsafe scenarios include 

unsupervised child fishing, child falling into the pond) 

 

Usborne Publishing Ltd. (1992) Usborne big machines: Tractors, London: Usborne Pub. Ltd. 

(riding on off-road vehicles without a helmet, and with a dog as a passenger) 

 

Vaage, C. (1995) Bibi and the bull, Edmonton, AB: Dragon Hill Pub. (risky throughout; use big red 

X for pictures of the toddler facing off with the bull) 
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Book lists 
 

Farm safety-related books cont. 

 

Waddel, M. (1992) Farmer Duck, Cambridge: Candlewick Press. (discuss portrayal of farmer as 

lazy and dumb) 

 

Whybrow, I. & Birmingham, C. (2003) Little Farmer Joe, New York: Kingfisher. (too many 

unsafe, unsupervised practices in the illustrations to list; use big red X on a transparency when 

reading the book.) 

 

Young, L. (1996; story retold by) City Mouse and Country Mouse, New York: St. Martin‟s Press. 

(ask the students to list unsafe situations in city and country) 
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Book lists 
 

Farm-related/general interest books 

 

Amery, H. (1989) Farmyard tales, London: Usborne. 

 

Anderson, H.C. (no date given) It’s absolutely true, UK: Galley Press.  

 

Anderson, H.C. (translated by N. Lewis; 1987) Swineherd, New York: North-South Books. 

 

Augarde, S. (1997) Tractor trouble (pop-up), Richmond Hill, ON: Scholastic. 

 

Bell, L.P. (1988) Johnny tractor and his pals, Moline, II: John Deere.  

 

Benjamin, A.H. (1996) What if? New York: Scholastic Inc. 

 

Booth, D. (1997) The dust bowl, Toronto, ON: Kids Can Press. 

 

Bouchard, D. (1997) Prairie born, Victoria, BC: Orca Book Publishers. 

 

Bourgeois, P. (1990) Too many chickens, Toronto, ON: Kids Can Press. 

 

Brown, M.W. (1956, 1989) Big red barn, New York: Scholastic. 

 

Brown, R. (1997) Baba, London: Andersen Press. 

 

Burgess, T.W. (1987) The adventures of Jimmy Skunk, Boston: Brown. 

 

Capucilli, A.S. (1994) Peekaboo Bunny, New York: Scholastic. 

 

Carle, E. (1981) The honeybee and the robber.  New York: Scholastic. 

 

Cassey, P. (1988) Quack, quack, Falmouth: Cornwall: Walker Books. 

 

Chase, E.N. (1984) The new baby calf, Toronto, ON: Scholastic Canada. 

 

Chorao, K. (2000) Pig and Crow, New York: Henry Holt and Company. 

 

Clement, C. (adapted by P. Jensen) (1993) Be patient little chick, Montreal: Reader‟s Digest Kids. 

 

Cole, J. (1995) The magic school bus plant seeds: A book about how things grow, New York: 

Scholastic. 

 

Conrad, P. The rooster’s gift, Toronto, ON: Douglas & McIntyre. 

 

Cox, S. (1997) Big machines on the farm, Toronto, ON: Penguin Books Canada Ltd. 

 

Cox, S. (1997) Big machines on the farm, Toronto, ON: Penguin Books Canada Ltd. 
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Book lists 
 

Farm-related/general interest books cont. 

 

Creighton, J. (1995) 8 o’cluck, Toronto, ON: Scholastic Canada. 

 

dePaola, T. (1973) Charlie needs a cloak, New York: Scholastic. 

 

dePaola, T. (1992) Jamie O’Rourke and the big potato, New York: Scholastic. 

 

Dunn, J. (1977) The little lamb, New York: Random House. 

 

Dyer, J. (1986) Moo, moo, peekaboo! New York: Random House. 

 

Ehlert, L. (1990) Color farm, New York: Scholastic. 

 

Fowler, R. (1996) Little Chick’s big adventure, New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co. 

 

Friedrich, E. (1996) Leah’s pony, Honesdale, PA: Boyds Mills Press. 

 

Gerrard, R. (1992) Rosie and the rustlers, London: Gollancz Children‟s Paperbacks. 

 

Gibson, B. (1990) The story of Little Quack, Toronto, ON: Kids Can Press. 

 

Guarino, D. (1989) Is your mama a llama? New York: Scholastic. 

 

Hall, Z. (1994) It’s pumpkin time! New York: Scholastic. 

 

Halley, N. (1996) Farm, Toronto, ON: Stoddart Publishing Co. 

 

Harrison, D.L. (1994) When cows come home, New York: Scholastic. 

 

Heilbroner, J. (1962) This is the house where Jack lives.  New York: Harper and Row. 

 

Heine, H. (1984) Three little friends, the visitor, Toronto, ON: Annick Press. 

 

Herriot, J. (1993) James Herriot’s treasury for children, New York: St. Martin‟s Press. 

 

Herriot, J. (1991) Smudge’s day out, London: Macmillan Children‟s Books. 

 

High, L.O. (1999) Barn savers, Honesdale, PA: Boyds Mills Press. 

 

Hill, S. (1998) Barnyard math with Farmer Fred, Cyprus, CA: Creative Teaching Press 

 

Hinds, P.M. (1988) Baby calf, New York: Western Pub. 

 

Hinds, P.M. (1988) Baby pig, New York: Western Pub. 

 

Hutchins, H. (1999) One duck, Toronto, ON: Annick Press. 
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Farm-related/general interest books cont. 

 

Hutchins, H. (1995) Tess, Toroton, ON: Annick Press., K. (1981)  

 

Jacobsen, K. (1981) I want to know about…farm animals/circus, Chicago, IL: Children‟s Press. 

 

Johnson, N. (1997) A field of sunflowers, New York: Scholastic. 

 

Johnston, T. (1992) The cowboy and the black-eyed pea, New York: G.P. Putnam‟s Sons. 

 

Kalman, B. (1998) Hooray for beekeeping, New York: Crabtree Publishing Co.  

 

Kalman, B. (1998) Hooray for dairy farming, New York: Crabtree Publishing Co. 

 

Kalman, B. (1998) Hooray for sheep farming, New York: Crabtree Publishing Co. 

 

Katschke, J. (2006) Johnny Tractor and the big surprise, Philadephia, PA: Running Press Kids. 

 

Kellogg, S. (1985) Chicken Little, New York: Mulberry Books. 

 

Kitamura, S. (1986) When sheep cannot sleep, the counting book, London: A. & C. Black. 
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Play day at a farm  
 

Sample send-home release and consent form 

 

This play day is an educational experience. The children will be writing a farm safety knowledge 

quiz before and after the Mic Safety Play Day to evaluate the effectiveness of this activity. 

 

1. I give my permission for the child(ren) listed below to attend the Play Day at the farm. 

I understand that one of the purposes of this day is to teach participants to stay safe around farm 

sites, farm equipment, and farm animals. During the safety day, participants will be supervised by 

school staff, adult volunteers, safety session instructors, group leaders, and the local farmer(s). 

Safety barriers will be in place and safety rules will be enforced. Parents/Guardians of children who 

fail to comply with these barriers/rules will be contacted and asked to remove their child(ren) from 

the farm site. The organizers, supervisors, instructors, group leaders, and farmers are not legally 

responsible if a child is involved in a incident that results in a injury and/or fatality. 

 

2. First aid will be available at the Mic Safety Play Day at the farm. Medical and/or hospital 

care will be provided if needed. I understand that if serious illness or injury occurs, I will be 

notified. If it is impossible to reach me or the alternate emergency contact provided below, I give 

permission for emergency treatment as recommended by the attending medical staff. 

 

3. I give my permission for photographs, audio, and video to be taken of my child while 

engaged in Play Day activities, and for those images to be used in subsequent material related to 

farm safety. 

 

4. I have read and agree to the above. 

If you do not wish to give permission for all or part of item 3, simply cross out the portion and 

initial it. If you fail to return this form, or do not agree to items 1 and 2, your child cannot attend 

the event, and will spend the day at    location   . 

 

Parent/Guardian signature ____________________________ Date  ______________ 

 

Please print the following 

Name of Participant(s)  ______________________________ age ________ 

 ______________________________ age ________ 

 ______________________________ age ________ 

 

Name of Parent/Guardian _______________________________ 

 

Contact phone number __________________   Alternate emergency contact ________________ 

 

Home address, legal land description, ____________________________________ 

or range road address  ____________________________________ 

  ____________________________________ 

 
DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY 

Every effort has been made to ensure the safety of the participants during this Mic Safety Play Day. The school, 

agricultural society, planners, teachers, hosts, farm owners, volunteers, and authors and publishers of the Mic Safety 

Mouse/KFSP materials do not accept any liability, claims, actions, demands, or suits resulting from the activities of this 

day. 
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Sample send-home form letter 

 

 

     Date    „    

 

Dear Parent and/or Guardian: 

Your child has been involved in Mic Safety Mouse farm safety education activities over the past 

   time period   .  To culminate this session and encourage practical application of the safety 

concepts learned, we have organized a play day at a local farm.  We will be taking a bus out to the    

    name of the hosts   farm, at   location  , for the day, on    date    .  The bus will leave  

    location    at     time    in the morning, and return at    time   . 

 

The focus of our field trip is to raise community awareness of, and involvement in, safe play on the 

farm. Our goals are to: 

 have the children apply the safe play concepts they have learned in a farm setting 

 encourage children to think about safety while playing on the farm 

 supplement play ideas generated by Mic Safety Mouse activities 

 include a bus trip applying Mic‟s bus safety rules 
 

Please read, complete, and return the enclosed Release and Consent Form by     date    . 

 

Feel free to join us for the day.  We will need      number      adult volunteers. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

   your name, position, and/or organization   „      
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Safety centres 

 

Floor plan  
Portions of the floor plan and descriptions of the safety play centres appeared in Chemical Safety 

with Mic Safety Mouse Resource Package (M. Leithead, 2006, pp. 4-8), Preschool Farm Safety 

Program (M. Leithhead, 1997, p. 24), and How to develop your own Preschool Farm Safety 

Program (M. Leithead, 1997, pp. 6-9). 

 

Young children learn best by “doing,” and in kindergarten and early elementary grades, doing often 

means playing. Learning safety concepts, therefore, is best accomplished by using an interactive, 

hands-on approach. Children receive and evaluate information as they touch, handle, feel, 

manipulate, taste, see, hear, speak, experiment, and invent. To engage the children‟s cognitive, 

social, emotional, and motor skills, provide a variety of centres that incorporate farm toys, 

equipment, puppets, stories, music, and arts and crafts. Children should learn to recognize chemical 

and hazardous substance symbols and frames, and match them with safety messages that enhance 

their health and life skills by enabling them to make safe choices. 

 

A centre approach encourages children to focus on specific concepts in designated areas while 

engaging in activities that teach and reinforce safety regarding a particular topic (e.g. the dangers of 

flowing grain, farm machinery, or livestock). 

 

Note: not all the centres described appear on the sample floor plan below, because different 

communities focus on different safety messages for different age groups.  Adapt the floor plan as 

necessary. Our most recent farm safety day, for example, included K-9, and used outdoor and 

classroom settings for sessions like Protect your brain, Firearm safety, and  Dangers of flowing 

grain. Protect your hearing was in the library, and the Kid’s farm safety website sessions were held 

in the computer lab. Be sure to draw on all five Mic Safety Resource Packages for details of 

activities suitable for each centre. 

 

Sample floor plan (Chemical Safety Resource Package, Fact/Resource Sheet #2) 

(suggested minimum space approximately 12 x 9 metres for a small K-2 group) 

 
 

play house 

 

farm area: 

ride-on truck and tractors, stick 

horse, helmets, etc. 

 

pretend/play chemical shed, 

gloves, masks, goggles, plastic 

aprons, boots, etc. 

 

manipulatives  

activity sheets 

 

farm animals and toys, blocks 

 

stumps, goggles, hammers 

 

easels, paint aprons, brushes, 

paint(s) 

bucket of water, paper towels 

 

cut and paste table, variety of 

paper (for Mic puppets), 

crayons, markers, scissors 

 

play dough, farm animal cutters 

 

 

games: 

lid-toss 

BE SAFE bingo 

card games (Memory, Snap, 

Lotto) 

bottle bowling 

 

 

floor puzzles 

 

 

 

 

felt and/or magnetic boards 

 

puppets and books 

 

computers 

 

VCR/DVD player  (to be used 

for whole group instruction and 

review) 
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Safety centres 

 

Safety centre details 

 

Using a puppet to lead K-2 children on an introductory walk around the centres is an excellent way 

to introduce them to the space, the provisions (toys and equipment), and the activities that are 

available, as well as the expectations for each centre.  Encourage the children to spot potential 

dangers as they follow the safety-conscious puppet around the farm area. 

 

Showing the John Deere video Ready for Safety or the Alberta Farm Safety Centre DVD Farm 

Safety for Children Ages 6-12 (both are provided in previous Mic Safety Resource packages) is also 

an effective beginning to the farm safety centre activities. 

 

If a concerted effort is initiated for a farm safety day or week, ask community volunteers and 

parents to set up centres that resemble a farm and are applicable to your community in the school 

gym or the community hall.  Assign two adult volunteers to each centre, and familiarize them with 

the learning goals for each centre before the children arrive. 

 

The centres listed on the following pages need to be tailored to the ages and skills of the 

participating children, resources available in the community, the space and personnel available, and 

the safety messages to be emphasized. 
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Safety centres 
 

Safety centre details 

 

Additional safety centre descriptions and details  

 

It is helpful to plan cooperatively, beforehand, on paper, how Mic Safety Mouse‟s farm will be set 

up in the space(s) available, indicating which centres will go where.  Be sure to put “messy” centres 

(e.g. paints, play dough, protect your brain, etc.) near water, on non-carpet floor surfaces that are 

easy to wipe up, and that the quiet centres (e.g. stories) are removed from the more boisterous 

centres (e.g. hammering, ride-on toys). EMS and farm equipment demonstrations (e.g. PTO, ROPS, 

quad/ATV) are best held outdoors, while Kids‟ Farm Safety Website sessions require computers.  

Adapt sessions to your facilities, and post the resulting floor plan, and the names of the volunteers 

responsible for each area, so volunteers can see them and help set up. 

 

The Craft Centre can be used effectively for young children in conjunction with Rosie’s Walk (P. 

Hutchins, 1986, New York; MacMillan). The children can make puppets of the two main 

characters, Rosie and the Fox, at the craft table, and take them home to re-enact the story.  

Providing cut and paste materials for their creations, rather than puppet models for them to copy, 

assures individuality. Have toilet paper rolls, cloth scraps, socks, gloves, film containers, spools, 

duct tape, glue, feathers, staplers, markers, paints, egg cartons, wallpaper samples, popsicle sticks, 

straws, twigs, pine cones, pebbles, seeds, wood bits, sandpaper, etc. on hand for them to use.  

(Caution: be mindful of allergies.) 

 

Children can also make farm maps, and DANGER and CAUTION signs to put up at home. They 

can also make their own safety storybook to take home.  Providing a variety of textures ensures that 

the children can cut and paste instead of just drawing and colouring. Some children in an outdoor 

program, after learning about how to safely groom and mount a horse, had adults help them make 

stick horses out of old wool work socks and tree branches.  They stuffed the horses‟ heads with 

recycled cut-up nylon stockings, donned helmets, and, accompanied by supervising adults, rode 

their stick horses around the farm looking for “dangers” or “hazards” so they could post “Please be 

careful” stickers (sticker source: Farm Safety Association www.farmsafety.com). 

 

Sometimes craft activities spill over into the Paint, Story (and other) Centres, where maps, danger 

signs and charts supplement the children‟s version of Rosie‟s adventures, the Fox‟s, or Little Pink 

Pig‟s mishaps, or any other farm safety scenes they wish to create. Be sure to offer a variety of 

painting tools and materials to foster the children‟s imaginations, and encourage choices and 

options in depicting what they have perceived and understood about farm safety. 

 

The books (see the book lists), puppets, and puppet theatre in the Story Corner provide 

opportunities for reviewing and retelling safety concepts, and revising or embellishing farm safety 

stories.  Completely original stories are often created. After Rosie‟s walk-about, a child holding the 

fox puppet was heard to remark, “Now Fox, this is what you must do to be safe.”  The flannel story 

board adds another dimension to the retelling and reenactment of farm safety stories, as safety 

concepts are depicted on the board using felt pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.farmsafety.com/
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Safety centre details 

 

Additional safety centre descriptions and details cont. 

 

Furnishing all the centres with disabled phones expands the potential for role-play, and provides 

practice calling 911. Chemical protection equipment, bee-keeper gear, caps, boots, gloves, and other 

work clothes in or near the area with the ride-on toys and tools help provide options to enact farm 

safety stories and retell farm safety messages. (Hint: be mindful that while straw adds realism and 

affords an opportunity to smell and touch it, as well as learn about staying off straw bales and straw 

stacks, is not as clean and tidy as it appears, and barley straw is especially itchy.  Again, be mindful 

of allergies.) 

 

See the previous Mic Safety Mouse Resource Packages for details for the more structured centre 

activities (e.g. Protect your brain; Protect your hearing; First aid; Dangers of flowing grain; Quad 

safety; etc.) Participants build and test a helmet using a raw egg, measure sound levels, engage in 

the “contaminated glove challenge,” and attempt a mock rescue of someone caught in flowing 

grain. These activities need careful preparation and pre-planning to make them meaningful and 

engaging for upper elementary and junior high students. 

 

Adapt and alter the activities described for each centre to fit the skill levels and interests of the 

participants, so that they get the maximum learning experience at each centre. 
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Safety centre details cont. 

 

 CENTRE SAFETY ACTIVITIES and MESSAGES 

Place a disabled phone and 911 HELP Sheets - to practice calling 911 in many settings 

or magnets in every centre - send sheets/magnets home to put by every phone 

 

AUGER DISPLAY  

Model of an auger (needs to be near electrical - demonstrate dangers of augers; show how quickly 

outlet; see Dangers of flowing grain   an auger entangles an object 

Activity Sheet #2) - electrical safety concepts 

 

BLOCKS  

Blocks of all sorts, LEGO® bricks - create a farmyard with fenced safe play areas, and 

Toy tractors, farm implements  off-limits buildings and pens that house  

Toy animals and people  equipment or livestock 

 

CRAFTS 

Farm dioramas, featuring safety or accidents - safety around animals, mothering instincts 

Farm pictures, catalogues, magazines - machinery safety 

Cut and paste materials for pictures/posters - recognition and understanding of symbols 

Grain samples to build collages, field maps, etc. - dangers of flowing grain 

Hazard symbols  - recognition and understanding of symbols 

 

DANGERS OF FLOWING GRAIN  

Different grains, grain bins and wagon models - demonstrate how quickly grain sucks a person 

Garbage can with disc in bottom, filled with  down, and how hard it is to pull someone out. 

grain (see Dangers of flowing grain Activity  (contrast with drowning in water) 

Sheet #2) 

 

DRAMATIC PLAY 

First aid kits made by kids - learn basic first aid; role-play emergencies 

Chemical safety gear; clean, empty jugs; - emphasize importance of protective gear  

locks; keys; caps, boots, gloves, coveralls,  

goggles, etc.     

Helmets, stick horses - grooming and riding horses safely; wearing 

   helmets 

 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY 

Fortis personnel brings their own materials - teach safety regarding electricity 

 

FARM EQUIPMENT AREA 

Ride-on tractors, trucks, toys - demonstrate “buckle up”,  “NO RIDERS”, 

Toy wheelbarrow, toy tools  “stay away” and off-limits rules 

PTO/Auger/ROPS displays (may be outside)  - safe use of tools, machinery, and equipment  

Face masks, respirators (in gym) - protection of lungs 
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Safety centre details cont. 

 

 CENTRE SAFETY ACTIVITIES and MESSAGES 

FIREARM SAFETY 

Qualified Fish and Wildlife officer - to teach firearm safety 

(officer brings equipment) 

 

FIRST AID and EMS 

St. John Ambulance, teddy bears, latex gloves - learn what constitutes an emergency 

Local EMS (with ambulance and equipment) - what to do in an emergency, and basic  

    first aid 

 

FLANNEL STORY BOARD 

Farm felt pieces, stories (story teller if possible)  - build a safe farm on the flannel board 

Big red felt X   - tell safety stories; mark unsafe scenes with X 

 

HAMMERING  

Goggles, gloves, tree stumps - wear protective gear when using tools 

Hammers, large-headed (roofing) nails - handling hammers/nails safely 

 

MUSIC 

Instruments; visiting singer or musicians - sing and make up new safety songs 

   - create a safety parade (March Safety Week) 

 

PAINT CENTRE 

Variety of brushes, sponges, paper - chemical/hazardous product recognition 

Danger signs, hazard symbols, posters - knowing (and illustrating) safety rules in all  

    areas on the farm 

Maps of farms   - knowing and mapping off-limits areas 

   

PLAY DOUGH, CLAY 

Play dough, clay, modeling tools - build a safe farm with play dough or clay 

Animal-shape cutters  - make scenes focused on safety around  

    animals 

 

PUZZLES  

Farm puzzles   - reinforce safety concepts found in puzzles 

Farm pictures made into puzzles - build farm safety puzzles from pictures 

 

PROTECT YOUR BRAIN 

Mental health/health personnel bring their - demonstrate the importance of wearing  

own materials    approved helmets 

Egg helmet activity (see Playing safely - proper fitting of helmets 

Activity Sheet #1, Protecting your brain)  
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Safety centre details cont. 

 

 CENTRE SAFETY ACTIVITIES and MESSAGES 

PROTECT YOUR HEARING 
Sound level metres, recorded sounds, - measure loud sounds and learn safe levels 

The great farm noise hunt video - understand damage caused by loud sounds 

Ear plugs, ear muff hearing protectors - compare different types of hearing protection 

University of Alberta brings materials - build an ear-plug key chain 

(see Dangers of flowing grain Activity  

Sheet #1) 

 

QUAD/ATV and MOWER SAFETY 

Quads/ATVs/mowers and proper gear brought - learn quad/ATV/mower safety practices 

by dealerships (set up outside of building) - learn to wear appropriate gear 

  - learn age restrictions on operating these machines 

 

SAFE PLAY AREA 

Fences (see rail fence diagram; sometimes - every farm needs a fenced, supervised safe play 

lumber outlets supply fence samples)  area 

Climber, bubbles, balls, toys, etc. 

 

SAND 

Sand and/or sand box, toy tractors and  - compare sand to grain (both look solid but grain 

farm toys, plastic animals and people  isn‟t – people sink in grain)  

 

STORIES, PUPPETS, VIDEOS/DVDS 

Story books, transparencies with red X - read farm story books critically, placing X over 

(pre-reading recommended, see book list)  unsafe or risky scenarios 

Puppets and puppet theatre - puppets enact and convey safety messages 

VCR/DVD player (see videos/DVDs  - reinforce safety concepts and messages 

listed in previous Mic Safety materials)  

 

WATER SAFETY 

PRFA* supplies interactive dug-out demo - NEVER venture into dug-outs (use demo to show 

Life jackets   how it is nearly impossible to get out) 

Water table with toy boats, rafts, toy people - need to wear approved life jackets 

  - take an adult with you who knows how to swim 

  - NEVER swim alone 

 

*Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration (PFRA) is now Agri-Environmental Services Branch.  

Contact Ronald.Anderson@agr.gc.ca.  
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